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Introduction 
 
If you are like most investors I know, and this includes the thousands of 
real estate investors I’ve gotten to know over the years, you may have 
heard of owning real estate or other alternative assets in your IRA or 
401-k plan but don’t know anyone who has done it. There is a very good 
chance that if you have asked one of your financial advisors about 
moving your retirement plan assets out of the stock market and into real 
estate you’ve been told things like, “I’ve never heard of that” or “It’s 
very complicated” or “You own enough real estate, let’s buy more 
mutual funds.” The people we seek investment advice from often have 
little or no experience in owning alternative assets like real estate in a 
retirement plan. 
 
The financial industry is structured around commissions and fees that 
are paid to those who help you manage the funds you’ve saved for 
retirement. The vast majority of financial professionals really want you 
to succeed; happy clients refer friends and family members, and the 
advisors make more money. However, today’s regulations on financial 
advisors prohibit them from suggesting anything that has not been 
approved by the firm they work for and prohibits them from giving 
advice outside of the specific industry that has issued them a license to 
do business. These factors means that today’s investors must gather their 
own information, conduct their own research and make decisions often 
as independent thinkers. 
Let’s face it, no one cares more about your money and retirement goals 
than you do, so taking control of one of life’s most important events is 
something no one can entirely do for you.   
 
Congratulations to you for realizing this fact. Many people don’t realize 
that they need to manage their own investment funds to get the best 
possible results. Since you are reading this guide, my guess is that you’d 
like to be informed of investment options  that your advisor or tax 
professional has not fully explored with you. 
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I’ve consulted with thousands of investors over the years, from 
beginners with some money in a company 401(k) plan or an IRA 
considering real estate as a potential investment to some of the 
wealthiest real estate investors and entrepreneurs in the country. The 
common thread that all investors share is the desire to improve 
investment performance leading to a greater net worth so that their 
retirement years are everything they’ve dreamed of. 
 
 “Beginner” investors typically want to find an alternative to stocks, 
bonds, CDs and mutual funds.  “Wealthy” investors have often built 
their net worth through real estate or a business they started; these folks 
often want to save taxes by using their retirement plan as an investment 
vehicle.  
 
This Action Guide strives to explain clearly, in layperson’s terms, the 
mechanics and best practices for establishing a Self-Directed IRA that 
gives you full control over investments you select, manage and profit 
from, so that when the day comes to truly live off your savings, there 
will be more than enough to pay for your dreams. You will discover how 
to diversify, moving away from the standard investment products 
offered by Wall Street and your local banker, so that your retirement 
savings not only grows but it grows without the risks that come from 
letting others manage your money. 
 
My hope is that this guide can be used as both a weapon and a shield as 
you battle against those who will tell you what you’ve learned here is 
crazy or impossible or just a bad idea. Since 98% of the population has 
never heard of investing your retirement plan into real estate or, what 
Wall Street likes to call other, alternative assets, you may need to protect 
yourself from those who want to give advice in areas in which they have 
no experience.  
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Chapter 1  
  
IS YOUR Plan for RETIREMENT IN QUESTION? 
 
It’s now reported that over eight thousand Americans retire each day. 
Through a combination of procrastination and bad timing, many baby 
boomers are facing a personal financial disaster just as they're hoping to 
retire. Ten thousand baby boomers are turning sixty-five every day, a 
pattern that began in January, 2011 and will continue until 2030. 
 
The boomers, who in their youth revolutionized everything from music 
to race relations, are set to redefine retirement. But a generation that 
made its mark in the tumultuous 1960s now faces a crisis as it hits its 
own mid-60s. 
 
"The situation is extremely serious because baby boomers have not 
saved very effectively for retirement and are still retiring too early," says 
Olivia Mitchell, Director of the Boettner Center for Pensions and 
Retirement Research at the University of Pennsylvania. 
 
There are several reasons to be concerned: 
• The traditional pension plan is disappearing. In 1980, some 39 

percent of private-sector workers had a pension that guaranteed a 
steady payout during retirement. Today that number stands closer 
to 15 percent, according to the Employee Benefit Research 
Institute. 

• Reliance on stocks in retirement plans is greater than ever; 42 
percent of those workers now have a 401(k) plan. But as we know, 
the past decade has been a lost decade for stocks, with the Standard 
& Poor's 500 index posting total returns of less than 4 percent 
since the beginning of 2000. 

• Many retirees banked on their homes as their retirement fund. But 
the crash in housing prices has slashed almost a third of a typical 
home's value. Now, 22 percent of homeowners, or nearly 11 
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million people, owe more on their mortgage than their home is 
worth. Many are boomers now facing retirement. 

• Unlike our parents and grandparents, whose pensions and Social 
Security promised leisure and comfort in the golden years, baby 
boomers are realizing they are faced with the responsibility of 
providing their own leisure and comfort.  

 
Even with the utmost planning, wise savings plans, 401(k)s, Roth 
accounts, government plans, profit sharing and employee stock plans, 
most Americans are looking at their retirement savings and asking: 
 
Where’d It All Go? Can I Ever Retire?  Will I Have To Work ’Till I’m 
a Hundred? 
 
It’s a time when trust in Wall Street and our elected leaders is hitting an 
all-time low.  So these are good and reasonable questions to ask. 
Luckily, there are steps you can take to put your retirement plan back on 
track. 
 
With the guidance offered throughout this guide and our potential to 
work together one-on-one, you’ll not only uncover the answers to these 
questions but will also discover how easy it can be to build a retirement 
plan that will benefit you, your family and the next few generations.  
 
No single solution will fit everyone. However, there are a few basic 
steps that every investor can take to get back on course to building a 
retirement plan that will pay you the rewards you’ve worked so hard to 
attain. 
 
Yes— 
There will be many times along your journey towards retirement (and 
afterwards) when you’ll come to that dreaded fork in the road as you 
face  new (potentially confusing) options and are unsure as to which way 
to turn.  
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Yes— 
It will seem as though everywhere you look, there’s a different opinion 
on the correct path to take—just as there always has been. That’s the 
nature of the investment markets. There will always be someone who is 
buying while someone else is equally excited and pleased to be selling. 
Some of the advice will come from those you should be able to trust; 
however, very often, it will be quite self-serving and delivered from 
those who simply want to make a sale, even if it sends you off in a more 
dangerous direction. 
 
How About A New Direction That Gives You More Potential Return 
and Far  
More Control over Your Money 
 
Millions of American investors already have an IRA or 401(k) plan as a 
part of their personal financial plan.  The tax advantages have made it a 
wise decision. (No taxes are ever paid on income or gains until 
withdrawal of capital from the account upon retirement.)  These are 
“nest egg” accounts that have the potential for growth and the ultimate 
responsibility to protect us in our retirement years.  
 
However, millions of investors have been very disappointed in the 
financial results of their “nest eggs” over the last decade. So much so, 
that many investors don’t even open their account statements when they 
arrive in the mail. As a result, most consider tapping into these funds 
only in times of serious emergency. For the majority, realizing how little 
they actually have saved for retirement is scary.  Each statement 
becomes a monthly reminder that they will run out of savings long 
before they run out of breath. 
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In The Pages To Come, We’ll Explore: 

 
 
• Taking Control of Your Own Retirement Plan 
• By-Passing Increasingly Risky Wall Street Investments 
• Using Your Self-Directed IRA to Invest, Tax-Free, In Real Estate 
• Understand How a Self-Directed Retirement Plan Works 
• What’s Prohibited and What’s Allowed to be Owned by Your IRA 
• Getting Your Hands on the Money in Your Account 
• Building Your Investment Team 
• Reducing Fees and Minimizing Taxes 
• How to select the Best Type of Plans for Your Retirement Goals 
• Selecting the Best Custodian Service for Your Plan 
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Chapter 2 
 
How did we get here? Is there a way out of this mess? 
 
There are many good books out there today that document, in great 
detail, the events that brought about the collapse of the financial system 
we began to experience in 2008, so we’re not going to share a history 
lesson here. Looking back on all the events that created the collapse, we 
now know how fragile the system was and how little those in power did 
to protect us from the train wreck that occurred.  
 
Looking back, there were many warning signs and, yes, there were those 
who sounded the alarm well before the crash. Peter G. Peterson, in his 
2004 book Running on Empty, wrote: 
 
“America’s twin deficits are causing some of the world’s shrewdest 
financial minds to raise alarms. These deficits are so large, and our 
savings rate so low, that there is a real danger that investors around the 
world will simply lose faith in the U.S. dollar. America was once the 
greatest creditor to nations around the globe; it’s now the largest debtor 
nation in the world.” 
 
At the time Running on Empty was published, our nation’s debt was 
predicted to hit $5 trillion by 2014 if big changes to government 
spending were not enacted. Today, we are about to surpass the $15 
trillion level in national debt. Both Democrats and Republicans alike 
have mortgaged America’s future through reckless tax cuts, out-of-
control spending and Enron-style accounting tricks in Congress. 
 
These same leaders in Washington enacted programs that stimulated the 
housing boom by not only allowing unqualified borrowers to obtain a 
mortgage but by threatening lenders into making loans they wouldn’t 
otherwise approve. Wall Street bankers, always looking for a quick 
profit, created toxic mortgage pools while regulators stood by and failed 
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to diffuse a ticking time bomb. Insiders in both Washington and Wall 
Street knew this game would eventually end badly but refused to protect 
the average investor and the taxpayers. 
 
The 2010 documentary movie Inside Job, written & directed by 
Academy Award- nominated filmmaker Charles Ferguson, clearly 
shows that Wall Street and Washington were working together to enrich 
themselves at the expense of the unsuspecting American citizen. Little 
has changed in the time since these devastating events. 
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Chapter 3 
 
You really are on your own 
 
If we all did things we are capable of doing, we would literally astound 

ourselves.” 
-Thomas A. Edison 

 
Today, more and more investors are seeking to take control of their own 
financial future. They realize they really are on their own, regardless of 
what the Wall Street advertising tells us. 
 
Throughout this guide, we’ll be recommending three basic investing 
concepts that will help you navigate your way to financial success using 
your retirement plan: 
 
• Diversify: Diversify your investments away from Wall Street and 

back to Main Street. In other words:  “Invest in what you know.” 
 
• Inflation: Inflation slowly destroys the purchasing power of your 

savings. You can leverage the effects of inflation so that you grow 
your savings instead of losing it. 

 
• Taxes: Use the tax-advantaged accounts available to keep more of 

your gains so they can accelerate the growth rate of your savings. 
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In summary, each time you are considering a change in your retirement 
plan investing strategy, ask yourself these questions: 
 
• Am I investing in something I fully understand or am I simply 

taking a recommendation from someone who is selling his 
product? 

 
• Is this new investment helping me diversify assets away from Wall 

Street? 
 
• How will the future effects of inflation influence this investment? 

 
• Is there a way to delay or eliminate the payment of taxes on this 

investment? 
 
You may be surprised how many investment options you have that can 
be answered with an undeniable “YES!” to these questions. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 The Self-Directed Revolution 
 
Many people hear the term “Self-Directed” IRA and think that it is a 
special type of IRA. 
However, in reality, the IRS does not recognize a “Self-Directed” IRA 
as a type of IRA. Any IRA, whether it be a Traditional IRA, Roth IRA, 
SEP or SIMPLE IRA can be “Self-Directed.” Throughout this guide, 
we’ll use the term “Self-Directed” because you, the account owner, are 
making 100% of the investment decisions. 
 
The financial services industry has never had an incentive to offer a truly 
Self-Directed retirement plan since they benefit by limiting your 
investment choices to the products they sell.  So, they rarely, if ever, 
guide you in the direction of buying real estate or other tangible assets in 
your retirement account. Many financial professionals (because it’s not 
included in their training) aren’t even aware of the fact that self-directing 
your retirement plan is even possible.   
 
The true power of a Self-Directed retirement plan is: 
 
 You decide What to buy…When to Buy…How much to Pay…When 
to Sell. 
 
With a Self-Directed Retirement plan, you’re no longer at the mercy of a 
bank or brokerage firm, along with their limitations as to what you can 
own in your account. 
In reality, there are very few things you are prohibited from owning in 
an IRA, only three asset classes, to be exact: 
• Life Insurance 
• Stock in an S Corporation 
• Collectibles:  antiques, rugs, gems, stamps, work of art, and 

numismatic coins. 
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The early adopters of the Self-Directed IRA, nearly 30 years ago, were 
primarily real estate investors seeking tax-deferred income and capital 
appreciation by owning:  
• Single Family Homes 
• Apartment Buildings 
• Commercial Properties 
• Mortgages on Real Estate 

Later in this guide, you’ll discover the many asset classes investors now 
own in their Self-Directed retirement plans.  
  
There are a growing number of financial firms who truly grasp the 
endless possibilities of the Self-Directed retirement account.  Over the 
years, we’ve worked with an elite collection of Custodian firms, led by 
entrepreneurs who do see the extreme value in allowing investors to 
“Invest in what you know.” We continually update the list of Self-
Directed retirement plan Administrators and Custodians. If you’d like a 
copy, simply visit: www.IRAassets.com and request a copy. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Controlling Your Own Destiny-Required Ingredient for Success 
 
It’s very safe to say that no one cares more about your money than you 
do. None of us would hand over our wallet to a stranger and ask him to 
return it in a week, but it’s so common to hand our retirement funds to 
an advisor, who in turn invests it into a mutual fund which is managed 
by someone we can’t name, who then invests the funds into a company 
we’ve never heard of, that operates in an industry we can’t begin to 
understand.  
 
It’s a sad but true fact that too often the mutual funds that end up in our 
retirement plans are recommended because they pay the highest fees to 
the person selling us the funds. The mutual fund managers buy stocks 
that appear to have the best short-term odds of performing since 
managers are graded upon not just their annual performance but, more 
importantly, their quarterly performance. 
 
The entire system needs an overhaul. Unfortunately, that’s not going to 
happen since too many in the financial services industry are earning their 
paychecks from the system that’s in place today. They get paid whether 
you win or lose. Efforts to reform the system are made merely by 
politicians making noise in an effort to garner votes or attract campaign 
contributions from lobbyists. 
 
The financial services industry has been very effective at convincing 
generations that investing is complicated and you can’t possibly do this 
on your own. Is there any wonder they don’t teach basic household 
financial management in high school? They want to keep the majority of 
investors reliant upon hiring an outsider to manage their finances. 
For many years now, the majority of mutual fund managers haven’t been 
able to beat the performance of the market indexes with any regularity, 
yet most investors turn their hard-earned savings over to a manager. 
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Growth in Self-Managed Investment Portfolios 
 
The self-managing trend is not new. From the beginning days of trading 
on Wall Street, there have always been those who managed their own 
stock portfolio. With the advent of the discount brokerage firm in the 
mid-70s, more and more investors, determined to grow their wealth, 
have discovered they could manage their own funds and still have time 
for a normal life.  
 
Today, investors have discovered that to truly diversify and grow their 
wealth, they need to move some portion of their retirement funds away 
from the global equities market that has become heavily dominated by 
hedge funds and computerized trading, into real tangible assets they can 
control. It’s hard to imagine that the average investor today has any 
consistent advantage over Wall Street money managers, but when it 
comes to local markets, the smaller independent investor gains a large 
and often consistent advantage over Wall Street.  
 
When it comes to managing the most important portion of your 
investment portfolio, your retirement funds, my best advice is to own 
assets that you, without question, understand and control. The Self-
Directed IRA or 401(k) is the vehicle of choice for those who are willing 
to accept the responsibility of building wealth that will be there when 
they - need it most. 
 
The “buy and hold” stock market strategy doesn’t work in today’s 
global stock market. 
 
Smart investing takes time. You have to monitor the market. It doesn’t 
matter whether it’s stocks that trade on the US or global markets or real 
estate in your area. In general, the faster the market moves, the more 
time it takes to manage. That’s why I like real estate. Change in the real 
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estate market often happens slowly, maybe slower than any other 
market. Some commitment of time must be spent monitoring the market 
so you know what the current trends are. Knowing the trends helps you 
get in or out at the best time. When you invest in things you already 
understand and are monitoring because they are of interest to you, your 
performance is bound to be better. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Need Proof this Self-Directed approach is Legal? 

So often when people initially hear about the concept of the Self-
Directed IRA, they are naturally skeptical and think this sounds too good 
to be true. Being able to invest in what you know and are familiar with 
vs. owning Wall Street sponsored investments does sound pretty good. 

The fact is this is not too good to be true. In fact, since the IRA was 
created in 1974, investing in real estate and other alternative assets has 
been legal. Each year the IRS updates Publication 590 (Visit: 
www.IRS.gov) which updates many of the important guidelines 
including; the annual contribution limits, “How to take a Withdrawal”, 
as well as a detailed description of which investments are prohibited. As 
we cover in Chapter 19 these investments include artwork, stamps, rugs, 
antiques, gems and antique cars. All other investments, including stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds, real estate, mortgages, private stock, and other hard 
assets, like precious metals are perfectly acceptable as long as IRS rules 
governing retirement plans are followed. 

The reason most investors and financial professionals are not aware of 
this opportunity is because the vast majority of IRA custodians or 
financial service firms do not offer a truly Self-Directed IRA account 
that allows you to invest in real estate and other non-traditional 
investments. 

Often, when you ask your current custodian, “Can I invest in real estate 
with an IRA?” they’ll say, “Sorry, we’ve never heard of that” or, “No, 
we don’t allow that type of investment.” In reality their response should 
be: “We only allow the products we offer like stocks, mutual funds, 
bonds, or CDs to be owned by the IRA” 
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It’s because of this common miscommunication, that so many investors 
and their advisors have held the opinion that the IRA is simply an 
investment vehicle for paper assets, like stocks, bonds and mutual funds.  

The rapidly growing trend to self direct one’s retirement plan has not 
gone unnoticed by the Wall Street marketing machine. Many of the large 
discount brokerage firms have, in the last few years, begun calling their 
IRA and 401(k) plans “Self Directed” which in their perspective means 
allowing you to move your funds between the collection of stocks, 
bonds, mutual funds, and money market funds they offer. 

Occasionally, I’ll receive a call from an investor who wants to own real 
estate in their IRA, right after they hang up from calling their IRA 
custodian at a discount brokerage firm. The investor is often confused by 
the fact that they have been told, not only that they already own a self 
directed IRA, but that they can’t buy real estate with funds in their 
retirement plan.  

At the end of the day, the custodian for your retirement plan can and 
does dictate what they are willing to allow you to hold as an investment 
in your retirement plan. The solution for many investors today is to seek 
out a custodian that will allow a much broader choice of investment 
opportunities that can give you true diversification of your retirement 
funds. 
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Chapter 7 

Different Paths to the Same Destination 

David is a bright guy who has always worked in Fortune 500 companies 
as a manager. He has a degree in finance and is a Certified Public 
Accountant (CPA). He likes trading stocks because he can read the 
financial statements of companies in which he invests. He spends on 
average an hour each day monitoring his stock and options positions. In 
the years when the stock market is trending upward, he typically does 
well, making an annual return in excess of 10%, but when the market is 
trending down like it has over the last decade, he breaks even or 
sometimes ends the year with a loss. Many years he has nothing to show 
for his efforts, but he gets a thrill out of the occasional wins he has when 
he sells his stocks at a gain. 
 
And then there’s Henry, a bright guy who didn’t go to college but gained 
his skills in trade school where he become a plumber. After five years 
working for a local plumbing contractor, he started his own business and 
now employs eleven workers, including an office manager and a 
bookkeeper. Henry spends much of his time in homes and commercial 
buildings, either fixing plumbing or installing it in new construction 
projects. His investment preference is real estate. He buys a property 
only after his research shows he can get a 12% yield on the invested 
capital. He factors in vacancy periods and maintenance costs to his 
estimated costs of ownership. At the end of each year he has something 
to show for his investment of time. He has made a good return on the 
invested cash regardless of whether the value of the property has 
increased or not. There are many weeks where Henry doesn’t have to 
spend any time monitoring his rental properties. Of course, when a 
property is vacant he does have to spend time on repairs or interviewing 
new tenants. He has taught his office staff to do most of the work of 
renting and collections, so his time is free to look for more opportunities. 
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Neither investing approach is better than the other, but Henry has never 
had a year where he hasn’t made a return on the invested cash. Slowly 
but surely, Henry is building wealth. His funds are not directly tied to 
the daily market gyrations on Wall Street or the global economy. The 
only trends that Henry needs to monitor are those occurring in his local 
area.  
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Chapter 8 
 
The New Trend In Building Retirement Wealth 

 
“Man’s mind stretched to a new idea never goes back to its original 

dimensions.” 
-Oliver Wendell Holmes 

 
We could fill an entire book with success stories of those who have 
taken control of their retirement funds, doing what their advisors warned 
them not to do. Some of the most important stories, however, are those 
that reveal what happened to those who didn’t follow a well-thought-out 
plan. I’ll be sure to share the stories of failure (so we can learn from the 
mistakes of others) as well as the stories of success throughout this 
guide. Here are two success stories to get us started on what can happen 
when you combine a good plan with the right actions. 
 
 
Success stories 
 
Before we get into all the ways to take control of your retirement plan 
and the methods used by successful self-directed investors, I’d like you 
to read about a few I’ve had the pleasure of meeting. One could easily 
fill a book with success stories alone; I am going to share with you, the 
methods they have used to build wealth with their retirement plan. In the 
chapters ahead, we will cover both the successful systems as well as the 
investing mistakes that are common when using an IRA or 401k plan. 
The goal at this point is to show you that investors without a great deal 
of capital or special skills are building  retirement plans they can count 
on in the future, without the risks that are so prevalent when one puts all 
their funds into the hands of Wall Street. 
 
Bill and Donna are in their early 30’s and the proud parents of two 
young, very energetic boys. They met while working at a Dotcom 
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company.   This company was was very generous issuing company stock 
into their 401k plans prior to the company’s IPO in the late 90’s. Like 
many young workers in their industry, before the tech bubble burst, they 
couldn’t believe how quickly their net worth had grown. When their 
company had to merge with a competitor after the market crash, both 
Bill and Donna still had good middle-management jobs but their account 
values had dropped by 70%. Fortunately for them, their new employer 
offered them the option to either rollover their old 401k into the new 
employer plan or transfer their 401k account to an IRA. 
 
This is when they discovered the Self-Directed IRA that would allow 
them to purchase real estate. In an effort to diversify their investments 
into assets they could better control, they began with buying a single-
family home.  It was in need of cosmetic repairs but close to their home 
in Dallas, Texas.  
 
Like most first-time remodel investors, they’ll tell you they spent too 
much on making the home perfect again, but when they sold it for a 
$23,000 net profit they knew this was something they’d want to do again 
and again. 
 
By using their Self-Directed IRA funds, they have avoided paying any 
taxes on every dollar of profit earned on each of their property sales. 
Their retirement savings have grown much faster by doing their real 
estate investments in a tax-deferred account vs. investing non-retirement 
plan capital. Bill and Donna had to make sure they didn’t break any of 
the IRS rules that govern holding real estate in an IRA and have had a 
lot of fun turning ugly houses into beautiful homes that sell quickly and 
generate annual returns between 12% to 20% tax free in their IRA 
accounts. 
 
In the last two years, Bill and Donna have added a new approach to their 
real estate investment business. Since they feel inflation is the next 
economic trend that threatens our economy, they have chosen to buy and 
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rent the homes they purchase with their Self-Directed accounts. The 
rental income they earn now flows tax-free back into their IRA accounts 
each month and over time the property values, along with the monthly 
rents, will likely increase. 
Eventually, their IRAs will own several rental properties free of any debt 
and generate a strong steady cash flow during retirement. Much of their 
success is tied back to using their IRA funds in areas not directly 
connected to the traditional Wall Street investing approach. 
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Chapter 9 
 
Building Your Personal Investment Team 
 

“People who work together will win, whether it be against complex 
football defenses, or the problems of modern society.”  

-Vince Lombardi 

 

 
I realize I’ve been a little harsh in my criticism of Wall Street and the 
financial services industry thus far, so let me explain where these 
feelings come from. Over the years, I’ve had so many investors tell me 
they wish they could go back in time and take a different approach to 
how they managed their portfolio. 
 
They’d love to have their money back, now that they see the bottom-line 
results that can occur when they simply hand their savings to someone 
else to manage.  
At the end of the day, each investor could have enjoyed much better 
results had they built a team of people around them that had a common 
goal. Your goal is to build wealth by not losing your capital, and 
maximizing the return on your capital, with the least amount of risk and 
taxes. 
 
Regardless of the type of assets you decide to own in your retirement 
plan, you can’t be expected to do all the work. You’ll have greater 
success in a shorter amount of time if you build a team of people you 
can consult for advice. Don’t expect them all to agree on your course of 
action. You need to be the captain of your own ship by gathering advice 
and information from each person on the team and then making the final 
decisions on the course you’ll take. 
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For example, too often many investors fail to get tax advice from their 
CPA when they decide to change course.   In order to purse a new 
investment opportunity, they sell assets they already own which trigger a 
larger-than-necessary tax payment. Often the investor’s CPA doesn’t see 
what the investor has done until tax time rolls around and by then it’s 
too late to plan the best course of action. 
 
The type of team I’m suggesting you build is more than just you and 
your financial advisor, especially if you are going to own real estate or 
other tangible assets not offered by your advisor.  
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Chapter 10 
 
The Effect Taxes have on Your Investment Portfolio 

 
“Compounding interest is the most powerful force on Earth.” 

- Albert Einstein 
 
 
One of the most successful real estate investors I know will often ask: 
 “What would you rather have? A million dollars today or a penny that 
doubles in value every day for 30 days?”  
 
It’s one of those trick questions everyone can answer correctly. Of 
course the correct answer is the penny that doubles each day for a 
month, since that totals $5,368,709. 
 
Now, think about what you would have left if you paid the standard 
income tax on your gain every time the penny doubled. Not a fun math 
exercise!   But this is exactly what happens to your investment gains 
every time you make a profit. Using this example, if the IRS were to 
take its typical cut out of your daily gains, you   would be left with only 
$563.47!  
 
This is one of the best justifications I’ve seen for using an IRA or 401k 
plan as your preferred investment vehicle. If that penny were doubling 
each day in such a retirement vehicle, you’d still have every penny of 
that $5.3 million in your account.  Here’s why: 

 
Compound interest occurs when you not only earn interest on your 
original investment sum, but also on the interest earned on the original 
sum. 
 
For example, beginning at age 25, if you take the $4 you spend each day 
for coffee and put it towards your retirement savings, you’d save $120 a 
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month, or $1,440 each year. Doesn’t sound like a lot at first, but it 
begins to grow with compounding interest. 
 
If you received 9% in compounding interest each year, you would have 
$23,317 after 10 years. After 20 years, you’d have $77,076, and after 30 
years, at age 55, you’d have an amazing $204,346.. 
 
The power of compound interest is multiplied in tax-advantaged 
accounts. 
For example, if you were to contribute $5,000 each year into a tax-
advantaged account (an IRA or 401(k)) and assume an 8% compound 
interest rate of return for 30 years, your Self-Directed IRA would be 
worth $570,142 at the end of year 30. 
 
If you made the same investment in a non-tax sheltered account, 
assuming a 25% tax rate, it would be worth $233,343 instead of 
$570,142. The effort on your part is the same under both scenarios. You 
are saving $5,000 per year and earning a return of 8%. By simply 
making your investments through a tax-advantaged account, you end up 
with more than $336,000 of additional savings for a better retirement 
lifestyle.  
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Chapter 11 
 
The Reasons against Self-Directing Your Own Retirement Account 
 
Like so many other decisions you’ll make as an investor, there are both 
positive and negative factors to explore when taking the Self-Directed 
retirement plan approach. I want to make sure you come away with a 
clear understanding of the possible negatives to using a Self-Directed 
IRA or 401(k) plan. This approach is certainly not for everyone. 
 
For many generations now, the Wall Street marketing machine has 
convinced us that in order to call yourself an “investor,” you have to 
own a collection of stocks, bonds or mutual funds, offered by a firm that 
has done much of the research and can help you make the best choices in 
a very complicated marketplace.  
It wasn’t until the mid-70s that discount brokerage firms were 
established and began promoting the idea that average investors could 
do their own research and make their own decisions on what stocks to 
buy. Now that we are in a global market with far more investment 
options than ever before, the idea of giving your money to a professional 
to manage is perceived to be the wise and prudent approach.  
 
If you lack the confidence to make your own informed investment 
decisions, even after you’ve completed your own research, which may 
include advice from Wall Street’s best and brightest managers, then 
taking on the responsibility of managing your own investments may be 
too big of a step for you. 
 
In my experience, there are many investors who, even after conducting 
their own research, just aren’t comfortable making their own decisions. 
Maybe they need someone to blame if things don’t work out or they 
struggle with the fact that their actions could lead to a loss of precious 
capital they will need to rely upon during retirement their retirement 
years. The possibility of making a mistake drives them to hire an 
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investment manager or financial planner who can help them grow their 
funds for a better life tomorrow. 
 
Self-directing your own retirement plan should not be attempted by 
those who have difficulties taking responsibility for their own choices.  
Much has been written about the need for social confirmation of our 
decisions when it comes to our investment choices. Unfortunately, the 
majority of investors who wait for all of their friends to invest in an asset 
class before they join in are the ones who repeatedly get in at the top of a 
market before the bubble bursts. The investor who often takes a 
contrarian approach to the market, regardless of what asset class they 
select, is the one who outperforms those who run with the herd.  If you 
are reluctant to invest in an asset class when you don’t see those around 
you doing so, then self-directing your retirement plan may not be  an 
option you should consider. 
 
The other type of investor I would discourage from the self-directed 
approach is the one who just won’t commit the time and energy to 
managing his own finances. With a Self directed IRA or 401(k) plan, 
there comes a level of responsibility to keep your funds working and 
growing. I’ve never heard of a self-directed custodian contacting an 
account holders to remind them that cash is sitting idle in their account 
and should be invested somewhere for a higher return. I understand there 
are also those who earn substantial amounts of income in their selected 
profession, and they just lack the time to manage their own investments. 
You may truly desire higher returns from your retirement plan than those 
your advisor has delivered; however, if you can’t commit the time to 
managing the funds, you are better off looking for a new advisor as 
opposed to taking on the task of self-managing your own account. 
 
Fortunately, you don’t have to make the switch to self-directing 100% of 
your funds. Initially, it is often best to “test drive” the self-directed 
approach with a single investment or two. Start small with investments 
you understand, to test the waters. You can always go back to what 
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you’ve been doing if the self-directed approach is not a good fit for you. 
Again, I always recommend keeping an existing account you already 
have established with a brokerage firm vs. closing the account and 
transferring all of your funds to a new self-directed custodian. This gives 
you the option to transfer your funds back if the Self-Directed method 
isn’t a good fit. 
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Chapter 12 
 
Important Differences in IRA Real estate vs. Traditional Real Estate 
investing 
 
For the vast majority of real estate investors, their first IRA property 
comes late in their real estate investment career.  What motivates them is 
typically a property sale that generates a big tax bill, and they feel the 
pain of losing a substantial amount of money that they worked hard to 
create while owning the property. 
 
Those who get the sinking feeling they’ll owe big taxes from a property 
sale often  seek advice from their tax professional where they learn 
about doing a 1031 Exchange. Doing a 1031 exchange is fine until you 
want to begin living off the savings you’ve accumulated from your real 
estate investing activity. Far too often, the taxes that come due can be 
huge when you stop the exchanging cycle. 
 
That’s why professionals in the exchange industry will often say, 
“Exchange ‘til you die.” Once you get into the exchange cycle as a real 
estate investor, it’s very hard to break free while you’re alive. 
 
There are many real estate investors who have worked very hard over 
their investing career to build a large net worth by owning properties. 
They carefully studied the market, they made great deals when they 
purchased each property and they managed the property well, keeping 
their expenses well under control. Their annual income grew, and they 
took advantage of the available tax benefits to keep a large portion of 
their annual profits. They did everything right. Each time they sold a 
property they delayed the taxes due (using the 1031 exchange rules) by 
purchasing another property of equal or greater value, as the rules 
require. 
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 At some point, we all just grow too old or too tired to continue 
managing properties. Eventually all real estate investors who have 
completed multiple exchanges are eager to cash in their chips and enjoy 
their retirement years. When they seek advice from their tax 
professional, they hear the bad news. They leave rather stunned after 
hearing that if they sell they will pay the majority of the sale proceeds in 
taxes, since they must now recapture all of the tax benefits on all of the 
gains they’ve worked so hard to accumulate. Typically, they are told, 
“Just leave these properties to your children” because if you sell them, 
the taxes are far too great. 
 
 
IRA Investors out perform the 1031 Exchange Investors 
 
Investors who instead use their IRA or 401k plan to hold their 
investment real estate effectively eliminate four problems always faced 
by the investor caught up in the 1031 exchange cycle. 
 
• When you sell a property held in the IRA, you are not required to 

invest into another property within 180 days as you are required to 
do when using the 1031 exchange rules. If you are selling a 
property because you feel the market has peaked, you are forced to 
buy back into a replacement property, within a short period of 
time, although the replacement property can be in an entirely 
different market area. 

 
• When you sell a property held in the IRA, you are not required to 

purchase a replacement property at the same or greater value as the 
property you are selling, as is the case with the 1031 rules. 

 
• When you sell a property held in the IRA, you are not required to 

recapture the tax benefits taken during your ownership, as you 
would if you sold and decided not to enter into a 1031 exchange. 
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• Obviously, for the investors who chooses to ignore the 1031 
exchange rules as well as not use their retirement plans to hold 
their investment real estate, they face paying federal taxes on their 
profits as well as sometimes state and local taxes. 

 
 
I’ll often get a strong argument from seasoned real estate investors when 
we discuss the benefits of using a retirement plan to hold their rental 
property investments. They often point out that one of the major benefits 
of owning investment real estate is getting that tax benefits each year. I 
have to agree that getting monthly income that’s sheltered from taxes 
because of the various depreciation and operating expense deductions is 
nice; however, when the day comes to sell that property, all of the 
depreciation expenses must be recaptured and reported as income in the 
year the property is sold.  
 
In my experience, it is far easier and more profitable in the long-term to 
hold the real estate in an IRA. You don’t get to write off all the expenses 
and depreciation when you own the property in the IRA, but none of the 
annual income or profits from the sale of the property are taxed since 
they all flow back into the retirement plan. Sure, there is tax  due when 
you take a distribution from all retirement plans (except the Roth IRA); 
however, your wealth grows much faster, and you can have access to the 
savings while you are alive. 
 
I want to share a story about two of my favorite clients, Carl and 
Maggie, who live in Southern California. Carl is now 90 and Maggie 
will soon turn 87. Although we’ve invested together many times over 
the last 25 years, neither of them has an IRA; their 9-to-5 careers were 
winding down when the IRA was created in 1974. They have always 
been active real estate investors. As an engineer, Carl found it easy to 
build single-family homes and repair rental properties after work each 
day. Maggie worked in advertising during the day and learned property 
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management on her own, before anyone offered the type of classes 
taught today. 
 
Each time they sold a house, they’d complete an exchange in order to 
delay the tax bill. By the time they’d reached their 60’s, they owned over 
$12M of investment real estate. The single family homes they first 
owned, were eventually exchanged for small apartment buildings. Those 
were exchanged into larger garden apartment complexes and small 
shopping centers over time. They managed these properties without the 
help of a professional manager because they felt every dollar they paid a 
manager was less they could leave to their two adult children. 
 
When they reached their 80’s, the property management task  was just 
too much work. I can’t recall them ever taking a vacation, because of 
their property management responsibilities. One day, Maggie called in 
tears because they had just left their CPA’s office. They had agreed to 
sell one of the apartment buildings for $4M. Their accountant estimated 
the taxes due would total $3.7M, since they had done so many 
exchanges on prior property sales. None of that $3.7M would ever go to 
their family or their church. It would be lost forever in tax payments. 
 
This, more than any other personal experience I’d had with 1031 
exchanges, taught me the danger of exchanging investment properties 
rather than holding them in the retirement plan. 
 
I’m not opposed to using the 1031 exchange option in certain cases. Just 
plan ahead and understand the consequences to doing an exchange. At 
the end of the day, a combination of real estate investments, both inside 
the IRA as well as outside the IRA, will often give you the best of both 
worlds and a more predictable retirement portfolio. 
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Chapter 13 
 
Self-Directed Investment Options 
 
Many of the investments held in Self-Directed IRA and 401(k) plans fall 
under the banner of what Wall Street likes to call “Alternative 
Investment Assets.” As you’ll see in a moment, most of these asset 
classes have one thing in common: they don’t trade on a national or 
international market and end the trading session with a new daily 
“Closing Price” like a stock, bond or mutual fund. So these Alternative 
Investment Assets, with the exception of precious metals, are an 
alternative to the publicly-traded securities typically offered by Wall 
Street investment firms. 
 
Many times, investors who are considering a Self-Directed Retirement 
plan will mistakenly assume that they cannot own the typical assortment 
of Wall Street securities in a Self-Directed account. Their fear is that if 
they self-direct their account, they may miss out on the next bull market 
in stocks or bonds, or they will be left entirely on their own without the 
constant flow of investment recommendations they now receive.  
 
Rest assured that all of the large Self-Directed custodians in today’s 
market will allow you to have a discount or even a full-service 
brokerage account within your self directed IRA or 401(k) plan. I’m 
often asked by new clients: “What happens to my cash reserves between 
investments or while I wait for the right opportunity to come along?” 
The answer is to establish a brokerage account in the name of your self-
directed retirement plan so you can keep your capital working at all 
times. Transferring funds between the self-directed account and the 
brokerage account has become very easy with online banking or it can 
be done with a quick call to your custodian or brokerage firm. 
 
For many investors who want to keep one foot in the alternative 
investment arena and the other in the Wall Street arena, the answer is to 
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have two separate accounts, each with a specific role. Funds can shift 
between the accounts depending on the best opportunities available at 
the time. Because of the benefit of having easy access to global market 
opportunities, I seldom advise clients to completely close an existing 
IRA held at a brokerage firm. You’ve done the hard work of opening the 
account; why not keep it if you like the brokerage firm, if for no other 
reason than to eliminate the task of completing the new account 
application. As an account holder with even a small balance, you gain 
access to much of the research and educational tools many of the best 
brokerage firm’s offer. 
 
In later chapters, we’ll get into the details on all of the alternative 
investments you can own in the self-directed retirement plan, but here is 
a partial list of what you’ll gain access to as a self-directed investor: 
• Real Estate 
• Mortgages 
• Precious Metals 
• Promissory Notes 
• Oil and Gas 
• Private Business Ownership  
• Alternative Energy 
• Agriculture 
• Venture Capital 
• Private Equity 
• Partnerships 
• Non-collectible Hard Assets 

 
Many of the above asset classes can, of course, be obtained from a Wall 
Street brokerage firm; however, your options are limited to what has 
been packaged for you, without the ability to shop for the best deal or to 
negotiate specific terms that fit your investment or retirement plan goals. 
For example, your ideal investment may be to own a rental home in your 
neighborhood. Of course that’s not the kind of asset your discount 
stockbroker has the ability to offer.  
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In addition, you may have a friend with a great new idea that is sure to 
be a big hit in an industry you understand well. Becoming an early 
investor in a start-up business has its risks but at the same time, fortunes 
have been made by those who discover small companies who need 
growth capital. Again, this type of opportunity is seldom offered by your 
financial planner or stockbroker.  
 
Owning alternative assets in a tax-advantaged account has made a huge 
difference in the retirement lifestyles of many self-directed investors. 
Most importantly, using a self-directed IRA or 401(k) plan allows you to 
invest in what you know and understand vs. just buying the mutual fund 
that did well in last year’s market. 
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Chapter 14 
 
IRA ABC’s 
 
Recognizing that everyone has a different situation, a different stage in 
their retirement planning process, and that there are several retirement 
plan account options, let’s start with some basic information you’ll find 
important. 

What is an IRA? 
For many reasons there are a lot on Investors who have an IRA but have 
seldom seen it as their most valuable vehicle to building retirement 
wealth. Because all of us limited in what we can deposit into our IRA 
each year and more importantly, because these accounts haven’t built a 
reputation for rapid wealth accumulation, they are often neglected 
savings accounts. 
  
For many investors I’ve had a chance to speak with, their 401(k) plan 
has been given more attention over the years simply because it’s an 
account with a larger balance. Many have changed jobs recently and 
now have the freedom to transfer their 401(k) funds into an IRA and see 
the Self-Directed IRA option as a good way to diversify their savings 
into investments they can now control. 
 
IRA stands for Individual Retirement Arrangement. Put simply, it’s a 
savings account for your retirement that offers some tax advantages. 
These tax advantages either occur at the time contributions are made into 
the account or at the time when funds are  
withdrawn from the account during retirement. 
 
Regardless of when you may receive a tax deduction or get access to tax 
free income these benefits are secondary to the fact that all earnings that 
occur from assets held in the account are tax free when they occur. In 
other words, there is no limit to the amount of profit you can earn from 
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the investments that are held in the account and no requirement to pay 
tax on the earnings in the year the gains occur.  
 
There are four different types of IRA accounts: 
Roth IRA 
• contributions are made with after-tax assets; 
• all earnings within the IRA have no tax impact; 
• withdrawals from the account are  tax-free.  

 
 
Traditional IRA 
• contributions are made with pre-tax assets; 
• contributions are typically tax-deductible; 
• all earnings within the IRA have no tax impact; 
• withdrawals from the account are taxed as income. 

 
SEP IRA 
• allows a small business or self-employed person to make a tax 

deductible contribution into a retirement plan; 
• All SEP contributions are made by the employer; 
• both employer and employee contributions can be made each year 

but are not mandatory. 
 
Simple IRA 
• a plan that allows both employer and employee contributions, 

similar to a 401k plan, but with lower contribution limits. 
• both employer and employee contributions can be made each year 

but are not mandatory. 
• Business owners with 100 or fewer employees are eligible. 

 
All of the above retirement plans can be Self-Directed depending on the 
Custodian you select when the plan is established. Most Self Directed 
Custodians offer all of the above types of plans. 
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There is no good or bad choice to make here. The type of IRA that you 
select needs to match your needs and Investment objectives. There is no 
restriction on the number of IRA accounts any individual can have, 
however there are annual contribution limits. Your CPA or tax advisor 
can help you determine your maximum contribution limit each year. 
 
 Annual contribution limits have been increasing over time and those 
over 50 years of age are given the ability to contribute more than those 
under age 50. 
 
The chart below describes the annual contribution limits each type of 
retirement plan: 
 

ACCOUNT 
TYPE 

MAXIMUM ANNUAL 
CONTRIBUTION LIMIT 

ADDITIONAL 
CONTRIBUTIONS 

FOR PEOPLE 
AGE 50 YEARS & 

OLDER 

Traditional IRA $5,000 $6,000 
ROTH IRA $5,000 $6,000 
SEP IRA 20% of net self-employment 

income (or 25% of 
compensation) up to 
$49,000 

None 

Simple IRA  $11,500 $2,500 
Solo 401K* 20% of net self-employment 

income (or 25% of 
compensation) plus $16,500 
up to $49,000 

$5,500 

ROTH 401K* 20% of net self-employment 
income (or 25% of 
compensation) plus $16,500 
up to $49,000 

$5,500 
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Roth IRA Accounts 
The Roth IRA is a retirement plan that accepts post tax income. 
Contributions are not tax deductible. Since the account owner has 
already paid income tax on each contribution before the deposits are 
made, no tax is due as the funds are withdrawn during retirement. 
 
Certain withdrawal limitations are described below under: 
Disadvantages 
 
Like other IRA’s, the Roth can be invested in a variety of assets 
including  stocks, bonds, mutual funds, CD’s and tangible assets like 
real estate and precious metals. 
 
As always, there are contribution limits imposed by the IRS Code.  In 
the case of the Roth IRA, the amount of income contributed in any year 
is capped to the lesser of your taxable compensation. This means if you 
do not have earned income because you are retired or you are a small 
businesses owner who has not received a pay check this year, you are 
not eligible to make contributions to a Roth IRA account. 
 
Distributions from earnings are federally tax-free if you've had your 
Roth IRA for at least five years and you're over age 59½, or if you are 
under age 59½, you've had your Roth IRA for at least five years, and the 
distribution is due to your death or disability or for a first-time home 
purchase ($10,000 lifetime maximum). 
 
In essence, the Roth IRA provides investors with a hedge against future 
tax increases, thereby providing an effective tool for managing their 
income during retirement. 
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Roth IRA Advantages 

First Time Homebuyer Benefit 
The Roth IRA Owner may withdraw up to $10,000 in earnings tax 
free if the money is used to purchase a principal residence for the 
benefit of their spouse, descendents or lineal ancestors providing 
the recipient has not owned a residence in the previous 2 years. 

Multiple Retirement Account Benefit 
Roth IRA contributions do not prevent an Owner from 
participating in a 401(k) plan. 

Distribution Benefit 
The Roth IRA is the only plan that does not require distributions to 
begin based on an IRS determined age threshold.   For example, a 
Traditional IRA requires withdrawals to begin when the Owner 
reaches age 70 ½. These distributions are known as Required 
Minimum Distributions (RMDs) and IRS penalties are levied on 
those who fail to make a required withdrawal. 
 
Many successful investors I’ve worked with don’t need the income 
from their Traditional IRA but have no choice but to take the RMD 
each year and pay the taxes due. 

Death Benefit 
In the event that a Roth IRA Owner dies and the beneficiary 
already owns a separate Roth IRA, the beneficiary is permitted to 
combine the accounts without penalty.  However, beneficiaries 
who inherit a Roth IRA are subject to minimum distribution rules. 

Contribution Limit Benefit 
This benefit is very simple.  Both Roth and Traditional IRA’s have 
the same annual contribution limits.  Since the amount invested in 
a Roth is post-tax, the effective net value of the funds in a Roth 
IRA is greater (since there is no tax due upon withdrawal) than 
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those in a Traditional IRA, thereby making the Roth IRA, more 
valuable over time.  

Estate Tax Benefit 
A small but no less significant benefit in the context of an Estate is 
that a Roth IRA can effectively reduce Estate Taxes since the 
initial investment is made with post-tax dollars. Consult with an 
Estate Tax expert for guidance on your specific situation. 

Roth IRA Disadvantages 

Tax Deductibility 
Of course, contributions to a Roth IRA are not tax deductible 
whereas contributions to a Traditional IRA are immediately tax 
deductible.  

Reducing Adjusted Gross Income (AGI) 
Without the benefit of Tax Deductibility, Roth IRA Owners are not 
able to reduce their Adjusted Gross Income (AGI).  This 
disadvantage may be relevant to an Owner who is at or near to 
qualifying thresholds for various tax credits or deductions. 
 
Typically, the lower AGI, the higher the tax credit or deduction 
benefit may be so this becomes a key consideration for Owners 
and their Tax Advisors to monitor. 
 
Examples include the earned income credit, student loan interest 
deductions, medical deductions and the child tax credit. 

Eligibility + Income Limits 
Not all investors are eligible to contribute to a Roth IRA.  
Contributions are limited based on income earned.  Alternatively, 
employer sponsored plans including 401(k), 403(b), Simple IRA or 
SEP IRA plans offer both immediate tax deductibility and zero 
income limits. 
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Bracketology - Watch Your Tax Bracket 
At the moderate and high tax brackets, most Roth IRA Owners are 
likely to pay more income tax on the funds going into the Roth 
IRA, than they are likely to pay on the way out, if they had used a 
Traditional IRA. 

Retirement and State Income Taxes 
Which state do you plan to retire to?  Where do you live now?  If 
you’re currently paying State Income tax and plan to retire to a 
State which is free of Income tax (or lower), Roth IRA 
contributions (because these are after tax dollars) may be a 
disadvantage as you will pay State income taxes before you make 
the contribution and not benefit from the tax-free withdrawal if 
your state of residence has lower or no state income tax.  

Rule Changes 
It happens in sports, it happens in Congress - future rule changes 
may alter the playing field as it relates to tax-free withdrawal 
benefits for Roth IRA accounts. It is possible that in the future 
Congress may decide to erode the tax-free status of earnings within 
a Roth IRA. Many who have studied the possibility of rule changes 
of the Roth IRA feel only those accounts established after new 
rules go 
 
 into effect would be impacted, however as more investors take 
advantage of the Roth account there will be those in Congress who 
target these funds as a source of income for our government. 
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Chapter 15 

Plans for the Self-Employed 

Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees (SIMPLE) 
SIMPLE, short for Savings Incentive Match Plan for Employees is 
structured as an incentive match plan for small businesses with less 
than 100 employees.  It is well suited to business owners that pay 
themselves less than $45,000 per year in wages. 
 
The employee’s contribution is made via salary deferral with 
contribution limited to $11,500 per year, increasing to $14,000 per 
year if you are aged over 50.  Employers add a percentage of the 
employee’s contributions in the form of a match, up to 3% each 
year. 
 
For Real Estate Investors, Small Business Owners or Sole 
Proprietors who wish to make larger contributions and receive 
larger tax deductions, the SIMPLE can be a very effective choice.  It 
can also be used for your Spouse and Children as long as they are 
employees of the company and meet minimum income 
requirements. 
 
Before getting started, it’s important to check off the eligibility 
rules. 
• Less than 100 employees; 
• Participating employees must earn at least $5,000 of income in 

the calendar year; 
• Employees must earn a minimum amount specified by the 

employer during the two preceding years. 
 
Standard withdrawal rules and penalties apply to the SIMPLE IRA. 
• Withdrawals can begin at age 59½; 
• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ incur a 10% penalty; 
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• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ on an account which is less 
than 2 years old may incur a higher penalty; 

• Required minimum distributions begin at age 70½; 
• All withdrawals and minimum distributions are taxed as 

ordinary income. 
 
 

Simplified Employee Pension (SEP IRA)  
The Simplified Employee Pension (SEP IRA) is similar to the 
SIMPLE IRA.  SEP IRA’s are suited to small business providing a 
low cost Plan suitable for both Owner Operated businesses and 
those with a small number of employees. 
 
SEP-IRA funds are treated in the same manner as Traditional IRAs 
providing tax deductions on the initial contribution with income 
taxes payable upon withdrawal.  
 
Eligibility rules and contribution limits are as follows: 
• Businesses which have at least one employee are eligible 

regardless of their structure (corporation, partnership or sole 
proprietorship); 

• Employees must be at least 21 years of age and have worked 
for the business during any three of the past five years, and 
earned at least $550 in income (by 2012 IRS rules); 

• Spouse and children are eligible as long as they are employees 
of the company and meet minimum income requirements; 

• The total contribution cannot exceed the lesser of 25% of an 
employee’s income or $50,000 in 2012. 

• The maximum income to be eligible is $250,000 in 2012; 
• All employees must receive the same contribution percentage.  

Therefore as an Owner/Employee, you cannot contribute more 
by percentage to your SEP IRA than you do for your 
employees; 
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• The deadline for establishing and contributing to the SEP plan 
is the tax-filing deadline plus any approved extensions. 

 
Standard withdrawal rules and penalties apply: 
• Withdrawals can begin at age 59½; 
• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ incur a 10% penalty; 
• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ on an account which is less 

than 2 years old may incur a higher penalty; 
• Required minimum distributions begin at age 70½; 
• All withdrawals and minimum distributions are taxed as 

ordinary income. 
 
In the context of SEP IRA contributions, Net Compensation for 
self-employed individuals is generally the net profit from IRS form 
Schedule C minus one-half of the individual’s Self Employment tax. 
Speak with your tax advisor to determine which plan is most 
advantageous to you. 

 

Individual-K  Solo 401(k) 
The Individual/Solo 401(k) combines some of the best attributes 
from the SIMPLE and SEP plans.  This plan is suitable for self-
employed individuals, where the Owner(s) and their spouses are the 
only plan members.  Account holders have the benefit of making 
high contributions and receiving potentially large tax deductions 
while also benefiting from an Employer profit sharing contribution. 
 
Eligibility rules and contribution limits are as follows: 
• Plan must be established by the last day of your business  tax 

year; 
• Each Owner working in the business may contribute via 

Salary Deferral up to 100% of income or $17,000 (whichever 
is less) increasing to $22,500 annually if you are over 50 years 
of age; 
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• The Annual Compensation Cap is $250,000 for 2012; 
• Profit sharing contributions are limited to 25% of income for a 

corporation or 20% of self employment income for a sole 
proprietorship or partnership up to the annual compensation 
cap; 

• The combined contribution limit is $50,000 annually 
increasing to $55,500 if you are over 50 years of age; 

• This must be the only Plan maintained by the Business. 
 

 
Standard withdrawal rules and penalties apply: 
• Withdrawals can begin at age 59½; 
• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ incur a 10% penalty; 
• Withdrawals taken before age 59½ on an account which is less 

than 2 years old may incur a higher penalty; 
• Required minimum distributions begin at age 70½; 
• All withdrawals and minimum distributions are taxed as 

ordinary income. 
 
 
Roth Individual-k   Roth Solo 401(k) 
The Roth Solo 401(k) plan offers the same benefits as the 
Individual/Solo 401(k) plan detailed above, however as the name 
suggests, a Roth 401(k) combines features of the traditional 401(k) with 
those of the Roth IRA. It's offered by employers like a regular 401(k) 
plan, but as with a Roth IRA, contributions are made with after-tax 
dollars. 
 
 While you don't get an upfront tax-deduction, the account grows tax-
free, and withdrawals taken during retirement aren't subject to income 
tax, provided you're at least 59 1/2 and you've held the account for five 
years or more. 
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The Roth 401(k) can offer advantages to high-income individuals who 
haven't been able to contribute to a Roth IRA in the past because of the 
income restrictions. 
 
What plan is best for me? 
Most financial experts agree that tax rates in the not to distant future are 
going up, while the deductions most high earners have counted on in the 
past are being slowly eliminated. With a little study of the retirement 
plan options available, along with sound advice from your tax 
professional or your Custodian you will find the  plan that fits your 
needs and be on your way to building an account you can manage with 
ease. 
The only possible bad choice is to not take advantage of the above 
options that allow you to keep the profits you earn without having to 
share them each year with the tax man. 
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Chapter 16 
 
Establishing Your Self-Directed IRA 
 
Your first step into the world of Self Directed retirement plans is to 
review the companies who will provide this unique but fast growing 
service. You’ll discover two types of service providers; 
 
Administrators 
• Guide you in selecting the most appropriate type of retirement plan   
• Help you open the account and transfer old accounts into your new 

account 
• Provide educational information 
• Assist in completing transactions 
• Provide statements to the account owner 
• Report account values to the IRS and the account holder each year 
• Deposit your funds into a FDIC insured bank 
• Charge an annual fee as well as transaction fees 
• Do not make investment recommendations  
• Occasionally provide networking events for clients   
• Are not Custodians or Trust Companies, which are more closely 

regulated 
 
 
Custodians 
• Guide you in selecting the most appropriate type of retirement plan   
• Help you open the account and transfer old accounts into your new 

account 
• Provide educational information 
• Assist in completing transactions 
• Provide statements to the account owner 
• Report account values to the IRS and the account holder each year 
• Deposit your funds into a FDIC insured bank 
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• Charge an annual fee as well as transaction fees 
• Do not make investment recommendations  
• Occasionally provide networking events for clients   
• Are regulated by Banking Laws and/or the IRS 

 
 
I recommend getting on the email list for several of the industry’s top 
rated Administrators and Custodians. Since the service fees vary little 
between these firms, you’ll find that they tend to compete by providing 
educational services on the web sites, at seminars, or with various online 
events. These firms make it easy to learn the rules as well as navigate 
through all the investment opportunities that fit well into your retirement 
account. 
 
 
 
How do I know My Custodian won’t rip me off? 
 
Although there is always a possibility of fraud when someone has access 
to your investment funds, even when they are deposited in your local 
bank, all Custodians are either owned by or affiliated with a bank that 
has FDIC insurance for all accounts up to the current limit of $250,000. 
If you are concerned about the integrity of the Custodian you are about 
to open an account with, ask for the documentation from the State or 
Federal banking regulators. The Better Business Bureau will often have 
a rating on the custodian firm and if their level of customer service has 
been less that satisfactory, you’ll see complaints from past customers, 
just like you would for a bank that lacks sufficient service. 
 
I often remind clients that the large majority of the assets in their self-
directed retirement plans are going to consist of hard assets, like real 
estate, precious metals or shares in a private company they choose to 
invest in. Even if the Custodian were to go out of business or defraud 
their clients, the assets are not easily stolen from your account. 
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But what if the unthinkable did happen? Let’s say the Custodian went 
out of business from fraud or just poor management. If you own real 
estate in the retirement account the real estate is still there. Title to the 
property can’t be transferred to someone else’s name without your 
signature as the account owner. Sure, you would have some unexpected 
forms to complete that would transfer the title of the property to a new 
custodian, but the loss of your retirement funds would not turn into a 
Bernie Madoff type fiasco, because the assets are real tangible assets 
you control. 
 
The majority of the larger self directed custodians offer the ability to 
open and maintain a discount stock brokerage account within the self-
directed retirement plan. This way you always have access to the 
financial market to diversify your investments into liquid markets. For 
many self directed investors, they will use their brokerage account (held 
in the name of their Custodian account) to invest in liquid assets while 
they shop for a new real estate opportunity. 
 
I’ve never heard of a Custodian firm being charged with fraud. Keep in 
mind these are Trust companies which simply hold account assets for 
their clients. They do not make mortgage or business loans like a bank, 
or trade in risky derivative markets. When I do run across a self directed 
account owners who’s unhappy it always comes down to either lack of 
service or the fees charged by their Custodian. These types of service 
problems are always fixed, by moving your account to a new custodian 
just like you have most likely done when your local bank failed to 
provide good service. 
 
Self Directed Custodian firms have had to make a large financial 
investment (approximately $500,000) and endure months of red tape to 
receive the regulatory approval required to offer their services. Although 
this doesn’t guarantee they will always provide great customer service, it 
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does mean that not everyone can launch their new custodian business 
from the spare bedroom they’ve converted to an office.  
 
 I want to use my local bank or CPA as my Custodian 
 
Many investors just beginning their research into Self-Directed 
retirement plans, are often frustrated that they can’t use their local bank 
or even their good friend who happens to be a CPA as their Self-
Directed Custodian. 
The commons reasons your local bank will not offer a Self-Directed 
account include: 
• They are not equipped or staffed to pay all the monthly property 

bills etc  
• They don’t make commissions when you buy or sell: real estate or 

precious metals 
• They have not passed the Banking Regulations to be a Trust 

Company 
• Don’t want the responsibility of monitoring IRS regulations 
• They are prohibited from being your Custodian if they have a 

business relationship with you. That rules out your accountant. 
 
Most local banks and accounting firms just don’t have enough local 
demand for these services to establish a special department to properly 
service these Self-Directed accounts.   
If you insist on keeping your retirement funds in a local bank read 
chapter 18 on Checkbook IRA accounts. These type of accounts give 
you the ability to select where your funds are deposited. The Checkbook 
IRA (an industry term-not an IRS term) allows you to administer the 
accounting tasks; including opening a bank account and writing checks 
as well as making deposits. These accounts still require the use of a 
Custodian although their role is reduced to simply providing annual 
valuation reports to the IRS and you the account owner. 
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Chapter 17 
 
Minimize fees charged to your Self-Directed retirement account 
 
No one enjoys paying fees but when you compare the annual fees 
required manage a Self-Directed retirement plan against the taxes you 
will have saved, you’ll be far ahead of the retirement game with a Self 
Directed IRA. 
 
Here are several steps to reducing the Custodian fees: 
 
• Plan your transaction in advance –manage the expectations of 

seller, lender and real estate agents in the deal by agreeing to a 
realistic escrow closing date 

• If you hold real estate in your IRA-pay the monthly recurring fees 
on an annual basis by paying a deposit to the utility companies 
they can bill against 

• If you use a Property Manager-request that they pay all expenses 
and then pay your IRA the net proceeds from the property each 
month 

• Avoid fees charged by the Custodian for “Rush Delivery” of 
payments 

• Request discounts from the Custodian if you have several accounts 
• Ask your Custodian for referral fees if you send friends who open 

accounts 
• Complete many of your Custodian transactions online 
• Go paperless vs. mailed statements 
 

The Self-Directed Retirement Plan business is growing more 
competitive each year. I’ve been told a Custodian invests as much as 
$500.00 to attract a new client and open a new account. Ask your 
Custodian for discounts and ideas on how to save on both annual and 
transaction fees. As is the case with many services we buy, you’ll find 
you get what you pay for in the Self-Directed Retirement Plan industry. 
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I’ve found that the lower the fee, the less customer service you’ll 
receive.  
 
Self Directed Custodians:  

New Direction IRA, Inc. 
1070 W. Century Drive, STE-101 
Louisville, CO  80027 
Phone:  877.742.1270  Mr. Loren Whitney 
http://www.newdirectionira.com  Good educational resource and customer service. 
 
The IRA Club – Dennis Blitz, President   
333 N. Michigan Avenue, Suite-2220 
Chicago, IL  60601 
Phone:  888.795-7950 
http://www.iraclub.org/  Good source for Self-Directed IRA’s, 401K’s and 
Checkbook control IRA’s. 
 
Horizon Trust Company 
4801 Lang NW, Suite-110 
Albuquerque, NM   
Phone: 888.205.6036 
Cindy Seitz - admin@horizontrust.com  
http://www.HorizonTrust.com  Good customer service and education source. 
 
Equity Trust Company 
225 Burns Road 
Elyria, OH  44035 
Phone:  888.382.4727 ext 282 Matt Tillack 
http://www.trustetc.com/ Equity Trust holds the largest annual networking 
conference.  
 
Summit Trust Company 
Jennifer Santos 
8861 West Sahara Ave, STE-215 
Las Vegas, NV  89117 
Phone:  877.268.9115 
http://www.summittrust.com   Source for Self-Directed IRAs and Trusts  
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Chapter 18 
 
Check Book IRA Accounts 
 
Check Book IRA Accounts seem to attract passionate support from 
many investors, while others passionately denounce their use.  So what 
is a Check Book IRA Account?   
Put simply, it is a transaction management tool that allows the Account 
Holder to undertake the administration associated with acquiring 
investments and servicing expenses associated with these assets. 
 
Here’s how it works.  To start with, a Self Directed IRA account is setup 
with a Custodian, the same as any other Self Directed IRA.  The IRA 
Owner then sets up a Special Purpose LLC and names them self as the 
LLC Manager.  The Custodian then transfers some or all of the IRA 
Funds into the LLC.  The LLC Manager proceeds to make investments  
and manage all associated administration and expenses, effectively using 
a ‘Check Book’ hence the name Check Book IRA. 
 
There are positives and negatives associated with this approach, as well 
as risks that the Manager takes upon them self instead of leveraging the 
expertise of the Custodian in a Self Directed IRA.  The main advantage 
seen by users of the Check Book IRA is a reduction in Custodian Fees.  
Other advantages include accelerating transactions, as the Check Book 
IRA owner does not have to wait for a custodian’s processing time for a 
transaction.  The Check Book IRA provides more freedom in truly 
managing a Self Directed IRA, and with that freedom, comes additional 
responsibilities which must be astutely managed. 
 
Those that denounce the use of the Check Book IRA are predominantly 
risk adverse individuals that highlight the benefits of having a trained 
professional Custodian oversee all transactions that pass through the Self 
Directed IRA to ensure ongoing compliance with IRS Codes, as well as 
accurate and timely reporting.   
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Check Book IRA’s are a useful tool for the experienced investor who 
has the knowledge and means (i.e. time) to manage a Self Directed IRA 
account within the provisions of the IRS Code.  When executed well, 
this strategy can provide an opportunity to save a substantial amount of 
money in exchange for the time invested administering the funds in the 
retirement account.  It also offers a more agile approach to investments 
allowing Owners to not only get in or get out of investments quickly, but 
also allows an efficient means to manage the income and expenses 
associated with owning rental real estate. 
 
For the less experienced investor or busy executive, Check Book IRA’s 
can introduce a level of risk, which may compromise the perceived 
benefits.  Small errors in reporting or investment decisions are 
prosecuted aggressively by the IRS and penalties can quickly erode 
savings or investment benefits. The decision to use a Check Book IRA 
account is entirely a personal assessment of knowledge, available time 
and risk profile. 
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Chapter 19 

What Investments are not allowed in my IRA? 
 
There are many types of investments and assets you can hold in the IRA. 
The list of allowable investments seams to grow each year as investors 
get more and more creative. Again the overriding theme for many self 
directed investors is “Invest in what you know”, so you’ll be amazed at 
what creative investors have selected to own in their retirement plans.  
 
Let’s take a look at what you are Not Allowed to invest your retirement 
funds into.  
 
Life Insurance 
Life insurance contracts are prohibited from being held in the retirement 
plan. The life insurance industry and those who provide advice on the 
best ways to use life insurance are by far some of the most creative 
financial engineers in the world today. I encourage you to research the 
many benefits of using the many flavors of Trusts, Family Partnerships, 
and Estate Planning tools available today. Just don’t buy life insurance 
in your IRA. Any competent insurance professional will stop you from 
making this mistake by refusing to issue the policy to your IRA.  
 
Shares of a Sub-Chapter S Corporation 
Since Sub-Chapter S corporations pass their annual gains and losses on 
to the shareholders each year, the IRS rules prohibit a tax-advantaged 
entity from owning shares.  
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Collectibles 
The other type of asset you cannot purchase in the retirement plan is 
anything considered a collectible. The Internal Revenue code 
specifically mentions the following assets that are considered 
collectibles: 
• Works of art 
• Antique furnishings and rugs 
• Stamps 
• Gemstones 
• Alcoholic beverages 
• Numismatic coins 

 
The IRA Custodian industry has had so many questions on what is and is 
not considered a collectible that you’ll find many Custodians have added 
certain assets to the list that they consider collectible and therefore will 
not allow a client’s account to hold. 
 
These additional assets include: 
• Rugs  
• Antiques  
• Gems  
• Stamps   
• Collectible coins  
• Alcoholic beverages 
• Rare books 
• Antique automobiles and aircraft 
• Firearms 
• Historic documents 
• Sports memorabilia  

 
And just about anything that has value derived from its scarcity. 
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If you plan on owning anything that may be considered a collectible 
speak with your Custodian and insist on receiving a copy of the rules 
they enforce on client accounts.  
  
Making a mistake in this area and buying assets that are deemed to be a 
collectible, can carry a substantial IRS penalty. The amount amount 
invested into the collectible asset, is considered distribution from the 
account to you in the year you made the purchase and if you are under 
age 59.5, you will have to pay the 10% early-distribution penalty. 
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Chapter 20 
 
Asset Classes for the Self-Directed Retirement Plan 
 
Let’s take a look at the different type of assets that are most suitable for 
the retirement plan. In general, any investment that you feel has the 
potential for a high level of profit is better to hold in a tax advantaged 
account just so you don’t have to constantly give up a large amount of 
your gains in Federal and State taxes. In chapter 10 we covered how 
taxes can have a devastating effect on building long term wealth. 
 
 Many investors with Self Directed retirement plans focus on not only 
holding assets they control in these accounts, but also those that fall into 
the Alternative Asset class. These are commonly those types of 
investments that are tangible or real assets like real estate, precious 
metals and equipment. In many instances, these assets are a good hedge 
against a decline in purchasing power of our currency. In other words, as 
the value of the US Dollar continues to decline over time it takes more 
dollars to buy these same assets. In times of higher inflation, these assets 
become very popular as a way to counter act the loss in purchasing 
power our currency experiences. I personally believe we are entering 
another cycle of high inflation not only in the US, but around the world 
as the majority of countries pump extra capital into their economies in 
an attempt to revive economic growth. 
 
Alternative Asset Classes 
 
It’s difficult to pinpoint the exact time that Wall Street began to label 
investments as alternative assets but we know these asset classes for the 
most part were used to generate wealth long before the trading of stocks 
became popular. If your experience in any of the areas listed below is of 
a basic nature, I recommend doing a great deal of research and obtaining 
independent advice before making your initial investment. You’ll find 
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many good investment books written about how to analyze the 
opportunities in each of these asset classes. 
 
These are the most common alternative assets held in self directed 
retirement plans: 
 
Real Estate:  
We’re devoted an entire section of this guide to real estate held in the 
retirement plan. Many of the reasons investors buy real estate outside of 
their retirement plan also apply to why they hold property in their tax 
advantaged accounts. I’ll often have a real estate investor point out that 
the tax advantages of owning investment property are lost when the 
property is held in a retirement plan. It is true that the common tax 
benefits of depreciation are lost whenever the property is held in a tax 
advantaged account however many investors who buy property only to 
get the early-stage tax benefits experience a rude awakening when they 
sell the investment property and are required to recapture all of the 
annual depreciation benefits at the time of sale. 
If you look at the total after-tax profits of owning real estate in a 
retirement plan compared to owning the property outside of a tax 
advantaged account the net returns in the vast majority of cases are 
always higher. 
 
Precious Metals: 
Gold, Silver and Platinum are typically a good inflation hedge that are 
often held in self directed retirement plans. Most custodians require a 
third party depositary firm to hold the physical metal owned by the 
retirement account. Since owning rare coins are prohibited because they 
are considered a collectible under the IRS rules, self directed retirement 
plan investors commonly buy the bullion in the form of coins minted by 
various governments including the US Mint. 
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Mortgages + Promissory Notes 
Many self directed investors prefer to loan funds from their account and 
collect interest payments from holding mortgages or promissory notes 
that are secured by hard assets like real estate or other tangible collateral. 
Although it’s not required the loan be backed by any type of collateral, 
the majority of experienced lenders require the borrower pledge some 
type of security in case of a default. Over time most retirement plan 
lenders grow to favor making loans that are backed by collateral they 
understand.  Some have a preference to loaning capital to business 
owners who pledge their company receivables in exchange for short-
term operating capital. Other lenders prefer to place a lien on real estate, 
precious metals, equipment or even publicly traded stock, to secure the 
loan they provide to a borrower. 
 
Oil + Gas investments 
If you have experience in the energy industry the Oil & Gas industry 
may provide you with opportunities to invest in what you know. 
Although the tax benefits available to those engaged in exploration and 
development of oil & gas fields provide an attractive way to shelter the 
income generated from these high risk investments, many self directed 
retirement plan investors prefer to buy mineral rights on potentially 
productive land. Others, with industry experience, prefer to buy 
equipment used in drilling or production that can be leased to companies 
in the petroleum industry. From watching the results experienced by 
successful investors over the years, the vast majority focus on working 
with smaller independent drillers close to home who need expansion 
capital as opposed to using their retirement funds to buy a percentage of 
ownership in a new well yet to be drilled.  
 
Alternative Energy 
Just like you’ll find in the oil & gas industry, self directed retirement 
plan investors with an interest or experience in alternative energy seem 
to have the most experience working with smaller companies with 
smaller capital requirements. In the wind energy industry, many 
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operators realize their highest return on capital comes from producing 
power as opposed to owning the land whey they have constructed 
windmills. This opens the door to investors with industry knowledge to 
purchase tracts of land that are later developed into wind farms. Land 
owners are typically paid an annual lease fee by the energy company in 
exchange for the rights to someday construct a windmill on the property. 
Often a substantially higher lease payment is made after a windmill is 
constructed on the property. Another option is to purchase the land 
already being used by the wind farm operator and lease it back to them, 
so that they can expand into other areas. 
 
The same type of opportunities exist in the solar energy industry, 
however the purchase of equipment in either alternative energy industry 
is often better done outside the retirement plan because of the currently 
available state and federal tax credits now available. 
 
Venture Capital-Private Stock  
In today’s economy there are an abundance of opportunities to invest a 
portion of your retirement plan into start-up companies or established 
businesses that need growth capital. Because of the banking crisis that 
started in 2008, smaller companies have experienced extreme difficulty 
getting access to funding, unless they bring a very proven business 
model to the capital markets.  
The angel investor networks that consist of successful entrepreneurs 
flush with cash from selling their companies; have scaled back on the 
number of deals they are willing to look at as well as fund. The demand 
for funding has increased as entrepreneurs continue to create new 
products and services, not only in the technology, health care and energy 
fields but in many industries that need to innovate to succeed in the new 
economy. 
This opens the door to retirement plan investors who often have a 
personal connection with the entrepreneur or business owner in need of 
funding. Since the funds held in a retirement plan are typically allocated 
for your long-term financial needs, there is often a perfect fit when 
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invested into longer term venture capital type projects. Regardless of 
how long it may take to see a huge return on this type of investment, 
you’ll be most pleased when you don’t have to pay taxes on the profits 
that occur since the gains are all paid into your retirement plan. 
Again, there are plenty of books and other resources available that can 
guide you through the due diligence phase of selecting investments that 
fall into the venture capital category. 
 
To create a deal flow and get the frequent opportunity to review 
potential investments my suggestion is to network with those in the 
industry that you have the most experience in. Often your local CPA or 
securities attorney will have connections to entrepreneurs in your area 
seeking growth capital. 
 
Most of the success stories that I’m aware of in this category of 
investment are those where “local entrepreneur finds funding from local 
investors” and everyone wins when the company is sold or commences 
public trading of its stock. 
 
Here is a quick example. Beverly spent most of her career as a wholesale 
furniture sales representative for a few large furniture manufacturing 
companies. Jill became one of her customers was an interior designer at 
an architectural firm in a nearby city. When Jill decided to open her own 
design studio she shared her plans with Beverly not with the intent to 
seek investment as much as to let her know she’d be leaving the 
architectural firm. Since Beverly had a self directed IRA that was being 
used to own rental properties, she offered to invest her retirement funds 
into Jill’s new business. The two agreed to structure their investment as 
a loan with a fixed 7% interest rate plus Beverly would receive 25% of 
the annual profits. They are now into the third year of their venture and 
Beverly has averaged an 11% annual yield on her investment. 
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Franchise Investments 
This asset class is really no different than the venture capital investing 
category except that the entrepreneur hasn’t necessarily invested a new 
product or service and instead has bought the franchise rights for a 
specific territory and agreed to follow the successful formula established 
by a franchisor.  For many retirement plan investors this is a very 
attractive investment option, especially if the franchise has a successful 
operating history and is simply seeking funding for another location or 
territory.  
 
Retirement plan investors are filling the void created when local banks 
have cut back or stopped funding small business owners regardless of 
how successful they may be. Investments in this category can often 
come in several flavors, in that you’ll find entrepreneurs who will 
simply want to borrow funds from your retirement plan for expansion or 
they may offer to sell you shares in a single or multiple locations. At the 
same time other franchise owners and their investors are both most 
comfortable selling your retirement plan some of the real estate tied to 
their growing business.  
 
Be sure to have a good business attorney review all of the investment 
agreements before you invest your retirement plan into any of the 
venture capital opportunities you may find of interest.     
 
Private Partnerships 
There is a growing number of retirement plan investors who use 
investment into private partnerships as a way to diversify their funds 
across several asset classes. These investors are still practicing the 
“Invest in what You Know” method, however they are placing their 
funds into companies who have several investors all seeking the 
common goal of higher returns, without the management responsibility. 
Often the total funds needed in a project are far greater than what most 
individual investors can afford to commit so they team up with a 
management team as well as other investors to finance the venture. 
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Although partnerships exist in any industry you can imagine it’s the real 
estate partnership that is most common. 
 
The partnership manager’s experience and track record is an important 
aspect not to be overlooked. A client shared an interesting story with me 
that helps make this point. A group of 6 physicians in Texas saw the 
need for a medical office building nearby the hospital they all used for 
patients. They all invested a portion of their retirement plans into a 
partnership that purchased 6 acres of land. Rather than hire an 
experienced developer/builder they decided to save on fees and manage 
the project themselves. This decision led to a series of arguments when 
the project fell behind schedule and the budget spun out of control. In 
the end they all became involved in litigation that resulted in a complete 
loss of their investments. 
 
Partnerships can often be good investments for the retirement plan when 
managed by an experienced team that are paid an incentive in the form 
of profit participation. Typically the large public partnerships promoted 
by stockbrokerage firms are so burdened with fees paid to the marketing 
firms, that the yields are only slightly high than that of a corporate bond 
fund. All retirement plan custodians will require a copy of the 
partnership agreement or private offering memorandum before they will 
honor your request for an investment of your funds. Although custodians 
review these documents they do not in any way look to determine if the 
investment will be viable, so complete your own review of how the 
partnership funds are being spent and how the management team is 
compensated before you commit to an investment. 
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Chapter 21 
 
What Types of Real Estate can I Own in My Retirement Plan? 

If you are already an experienced real estate investor this chapter may 
not have much to offer you so feel free to skip ahead to the checklist- 
“how to buy” in chapter 22. 

Basically, the IRS rules allow you to own any type of property you can 
imagine. The property can be located anywhere in the world. 

Before you make an offer to purchase any type of real estate with 
retirement plan funds always keep the prohibited transaction rules in 
mind. You’ll find more details on these rules in chapter 25, but for now 
know that: 

• You cannot use the property owned by the retirement plan in 
any way. For example: you cannot use the property as a 
vacation home or even use it as a pasture for the family horses. 

• Cannot buy property from a related party. See chapter 26 for the 
definition of related parties.  

• None of the income or profits generated by the property can be 
paid to you as the account owner. Instead all deposits must be 
paid into the retirement plan. 

 

Since there are so many great books and courses on real estate investing, 
that we’ll not cover everything you should know before making a real 
estate investment decision.  John T Reed is one of my favorite real estate 
investing authors. Others are listed in the appendix section of this guide. 
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Below is a brief description of the advantages/disadvantages to each 
type of investment real estate: 

Single family homes- these are the most popular real estate assets held 
in retirement plans. Most tenants dream of having a yard as well as the 
privacy found when renting their own home. From the investor’s 
perspective, the management is less time consuming until you own 
several properties in varied locations. When the investor decides to sell 
the single family type property there are typically far more potential 
buyers than compared to the multi-family type property.  

The disadvantages are all related to the responsibility of being a 
landlord. A prolonged vacancy period can destroy the annual returns that 
may have been projected at the time of purchase. In addition, the banks 
that provide financing on these properties to investors will often limit 
you to the number on properties they will finance for you. 

Multi-Family homes –some investors feel this type of property is easier 
to manage, since the monthly rents are typically lower and if the 
property has a large number of rental units, you may be able to get an 
onsite manager to help run the day-to-day operations of the property. 
When a vacancy occurs in a multi-family property, you only see a partial 
decline in monthly revenue as opposed to a 100% drop in income until a 
new tenant is moved-in.   

The disadvantage may be that when it is time to sell, there is a more 
limited number of potential buyers. Also, lenders that like Multi-family 
properties commonly base their loans on the “Cap Rate” or actual profit 
earned by the property. 

Commercial Properties –Of course the tenants in this type of property 
are all business owners who need some type of local presence in the 
market so they can transact with their customers. A property with high 
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traffic counts or the type of zoning that permits certain business 
operations can be highly desirable to certain types of businesses. The 
tenants in a commercial property are often required by contract to pay 
their portion of the Common Area maintenance costs including utilities, 
property insurance, taxes and periodic maintenance to the building. In 
many states, the eviction process can be completed quickly since the 
tenants have fewer rights to remain in the building if they are in default 
of the lease agreement. 

The disadvantage is that many businesses fail and are unable to pay the 
rents they agree to. Management of the property can become expensive 
when there is a high rate of turn-over in that commercial real estate 
agents are often paid a percentage of the rental income when they 
deliver a tenant who may not stay through the original lease period.  

Development Land–is often a good investment in the retirement plan in 
that it is typically a longer term investment that matches the longer tern 
nature of retirement plan savings goals. When you can purchase land 
and then change the zoning to permit a higher and better use of the 
property, the property’s new value can be substantially higher than the 
original purchase price. If you are patient and purchase property in the 
path of progress, the zoning changes may be initiated by neighboring 
property owners or by the county zoning department. It is very important 
that you understand the current zoning restrictions before you make a 
land purchase. Most county zoning departments maintain a zoning map 
that will forecast how they see the future zoning of the area where they 
have jurisdiction. Also, if you lack direct experience in this are it is 
important to partner with experienced people who know the zoning rules 
and have a track record of successfully changing the zoning before you 
buy development land. 
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The disadvantage is often the amount of time and capital that’s required 
to bring a property to completion so that it can be sold. Typically when 
the re-zoning of a property is initiated, the neighboring property owners 
are notified and often object to any proposed changes. Environmental 
impact studies are often required by the county before a final re-zoning 
is approved. Financing for most land development projects is difficult to 
obtain until all the required entitlements are in place. Most importantly 
you want as much assurance as possible that the market demand you see 
at the time of purchase will still me there when the project is completed.  

Agricultural Land-With food and commodity prices constantly rising 
in the current economic cycle a growing number of retirement plan 
investors with some experience in the agriculture industry are acquiring 
land the derives it’s value primarily from the crops that can be produced 
at profitable levels. Even with the increase in agricultural land prices 
over the last few years, there are many smaller farmers interested in 
selling their property under an arrangement wherein they will 
immediately lease back the property on a long-term basis.  

These can be classic win/win deals for both parties. The farmer gets to 
free-up capital that has been locked-up in the land they may have owned 
for generations while the retirement plan investor doesn’t have to search 
for a long-term tenant to lease the property. The investor now earns all 
the property appreciation that occurs in the future along with immediate 
income, while the farmer continues to generate income from the crops 
he grows. An alternative enhancement to the above structure occurs 
when the farmer/seller is willing to provide financing for a portion of the 
total purchase price by accepting a promissory note as well as cash from 
the retirement plan investor. In this scenario the farmer once again leases 
the property from the investor and pays a fixed annual rent to use the 
property. The retirement plan now pays a fixed mortgage payment to the 
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farmer/seller out of the rental income received each year. The benefit to 
this structure is that the retirement plan, because of the leverage it has 
obtained, can buy three to four times the amount of property it could 
achieve vs. an all cash purchase. 

The disadvantage to agricultural land is the volatility in commodity 
prices. If the market price of corn for example drops in half over time, 
the farmer won’t realize a profit from his crop and may eventually 
default on the agreement to lease land from the retirement plan. In 
addition, buying productive farm land at a good price is a very 
competitive endeavor as the agricultural industry become heavily 
dominated by large corporate farming operations. Be sure to seek advice 
from experts in agricultural land before making investments in this asset 
class. 

International Real Estate –fantastic bargains can be found by those 
who look outside the US for investment real estate. Because of several 
factors including lower labor costs, less competition, as well as an 
abundance of property in prime locations, retirement plan investors have 
been buying more foreign real estate in the last several years. For many 
investors who believe the value of the US Dollar will continue to 
decline, this is an investment that makes sense since they are now using 
the currency of the country the property is located in to make a buying 
as well as selling transaction. 

The disadvantage for many is that the IRS rules prohibit you, as the 
account owner, from using the property in any way. Don’t think you can 
use the property as a possible vacation home, just because it’s outside of 
the USA. In addition, you’ll need to engage an expert with experience in 
real estate in the country you select for investment. Although many of 
the top rated Custodians have experience with international real estate 
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it’s very important to check with your custodian before beginning a 
transaction. I’ve helped clients with transactions in South & Central 
America, where all of the contracts of course are in Spanish and require 
translation by the custodian. 

Vacation homes- Owning a property in a resort community that has a 
high demand for short-term rentals has become a favorite investment 
vehicle for retirement plan investors. Those that I’ve seen reach the 
highest levels of consistent profit are real estate investors with existing 
experience in vacation rental properties. Keep in mind that you as the 
account owner are not permitted to use the property while it’s an asset in 
your retirement plan.  

I’m often asked “Who is going to know if I use the home for a week”? 
The IRS may never know, however the penalty for those who break the 
rules are severe. For example: The value of the property at the time 
you’ve broken the rules is considered a distribution out of your 
retirement plan. Depending on your age, you may also be hit with an 
early withdrawal penalty in addition to the taxes that are due. There are 
too many good opportunities in today’s real estate market to consider 
doing anything that violates the rules. If your plan is to someday 
withdrawal a property from the retirement plan and use it full or even 
part time then consider the fractional ownership approach. 

 

Real Estate Options –allow a small amount of money (the option fee) 
to control a specific property for a fixed period of time. This is defiantly 
an advanced real estate investing method, and although it’s relatively 
simple, few real estate agents in my experience have ever seen this used. 
You’ll want to read some of the books on this method or work with an 
experienced coach before making offers with your retirement plan funds. 
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Typically the investor finds a bargain property and pays the seller a non-
refundable option payment from their IRA, and in return is granted to 
right to purchase the property at the agreed upon price for a set period of 
time. Before the time runs out and the option period expires, the investor 
will find a buyer for the property at a price higher than he or she has 
agreed to pay, therefore keeping the difference as profit. 

The disadvantage of course is that the option can expire before another 
buyer is found and the option fee is lost. Because of this, most option 
fees paid by experienced investors are smaller amounts that may 
represent less than 5% of the property’s current market value. Since 
options have the potential for very high profits that would otherwise be 
taxed as short-term capital gains, investors with experience in this area 
will often use their self directed IRA as a tax free vehicle to hold the 
option and receive the profits. 

Lease Options-Sometimes know as Sandwich Leases are another one of 
the more advanced real estate investing methods that can be done with 
your IRA for very little money, when compared to the cost of making an 
outright property purchase.  

From my experience Peter Fortunato in St.Petersburg, FL 
(www.peterfortunato.com) is one of the best teachers of these creative 
real estate investing methods. Basically, your IRA leases a property at a 
fixed monthly cost, then re-leases the property to an occupant willing to 
pay a higher monthly rate. The difference between the rent collected and 
the rent paid is tax free profit for your retirement plan. Often the IRA 
owner can combine a lease Purchase Option with the Sandwich lease for 
additional gains if the property is sold to the tenant who ultimately 
occupies the property. 
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The clear disadvantage is that the IRA is committed to renting the 
property for a period of time specified on the lease, and if it is unable to 
locate a tenant or experiences periods of vacancy the IRA account 
balance gradually declines without income from a tenant. Also, the lease 
agreement between the property owner and the IRA account must 
clearly permit the sub-leasing of the property. 
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Chapter 22 
 
Real Estate Purchase Checklist  
 
Here are the primary steps for acquiring real estate in a Self Directed 
IRA account. The first few steps will not need to be repeated on your 
second or subsequent transactions since they relate to opening and 
funding the account. 
 
Select a Self Directed Custodian and open the account. Chapter 16 
covers the most important steps in the selection process. 
 
Establish a general budget. Set an amount based upon the approximate 
price of the real estate you wish to purchase. If you plan to finance a 
portion of the purchase amount, check with lenders on the required 
down payment guidelines. 
 
Fund the Self Directed account. Most custodians include the cost of 
transferring your funds from an existing IRA or 401(k) in the small fee 
charged to initially open the account. It is not necessary to transfer the 
full account balance in an existing account into the new account. You 
can always transfer additional funds or make annual contributions to the 
account later if your budget requirements increase. 
 
Confirm your Custodian transaction guidelines. Your custodian can 
give you an estimate of the time they will require to fund your 
investment depending on the type of transaction you expect to make. If 
your transaction is an all-cash purchase of a residential property located 
in the US, they shouldn’t need more than 7-10 business days to complete 
the investment. Transactions that include mortgage financing or property 
outside the country may require twice as much time to complete. Give 
yourself plenty of time to close escrow and all parties will be pleased 
with the end results. 
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Go shopping for property. If you fail to take the above steps in order 
and instead begin making offers on property, you’ll be putting yourself 
and others under unnecessary stress to complete a purchase transaction. 
This is by far the most common mistake retirement plan investors make. 
 Often if purchase agreements are already signed and deposits paid from 
your non-IRA funds to the seller or an escrow account, you’ll be 
required to cancel the transaction and start over after completing the first 
four steps above. 
 
You make your offer to purchase. When you have found the perfect 
property, the written offer which designates your Retirement Plan as 
Buyer, is made to the seller. Your custodian will be signing the offer on 
behalf of your retirement plan and delivering a deposit check to either 
the seller’s real estate agent or a third party escrow agent to hold until 
the closing date. If acceptable terms cannot be reached with the seller of 
the property, the deposit and purchase offer agreement are returned to 
your custodian, while you begin to search for another property.  
 
You have an accepted purchase offer. Your custodian will schedule 
delivery of your funds to the escrow agent after any and all purchase 
contingencies are completed and you as account owner sign the required 
authorization to fund the purchase of the property. You’ll be responsible 
for arranging the insurance coverage’s that you determine are 
appropriate for the property. The insurance premiums will be paid from 
your retirement plan along with any other closing costs you have 
authorized. 
 
Close of Escrow. The custodian will request the escrow agent to title the 
property in the name of your retirement plan and deliver recorded copies 
of the property deed to the custodian for deposit into your account.  
 
Congratulations!-your retirement plan now owns the property and all 
profits are non-taxable since all income from ownership or sale of the 
property are deposited into your Self Directed IRA or 401(k) account. 
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Your custodian will provide you with copies of all the documents related 
to the property and your account. 
 
While the last few steps in the above list are being completed you’ll 
need to begin implementing your plans to generate profits from the 
property. If your plan is to rent the property it is your responsibility of 
course to secure a tenant and make any repairs to the property. Your 
custodian will require that all rental income and security deposits be sent 
to them for deposit to your account. If repairs are required the payment 
for all material and labor will need to be paid from your retirement plan 
and not from your personal funds.  
In the next chapter we cover information on using a property manager, 
which can make the payment of property expenses much easier, as 
opposed to having the custodian pay every monthly expense related to 
the property. 
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Chapter 23 
 
Using Property Managers 
 
In my experience real estate investors fall into two basic groups; those 
who like to self manage their properties and those who use professional 
management services. 
Your goal should be to hire others to do the management for you. 
Depending on your investment goals, it’s hard to imagine rapidly 
building a sizeable retirement plan if you are also taking on the 
responsibility of managing each property in your portfolio while also 
having time to do the more enjoyable things in life. 
 
With that said I know many investors who prefer to manage their own 
properties for some of the following reasons: 
 
• They like the added relationships that come with being a landlord. 

You might say they just like to be active and being a landlord fills 
their day. They become friends with not only their tenants but also 
those that maintain the property and help grow their business. 

 
• They like the control they have by doing the management 

themselves. Some are very proud of the property they own and 
they enjoy maintaining it at the highest standards. They realize 
they are in the service business and simply like serving their 
customers. 

 
• They can’t afford a professional manager because they made a 

mistake when buying the property. Typically they didn’t do their 
homework before the purchase. These investors want to avoid 
losing even more money each month on a deal that has gone bad 
where the income doesn’t cover the expense.   
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If you buy the right property at the right price there should be plenty of 
room for a manager’s fee and still leave a good profit after all expenses. 
Regardless of whether you hire a manager or do the work yourself, I 
recommend learning as much as you can about property management.  
 
There are many good property management books and courses on the 
market today where very experienced professionals share their best 
ideas. This book cannot cover all you should know before you buy a 
property or satisfy the need to research this important aspect of real 
estate investing. 
 
Much can be gained from a weekend course on property management 
even if you have already planned on hiring a professional. Hopefully 
you have found a good manager you like before you make an offer to 
buy a property. Good managers know which neighborhoods are both 
attractive to prospective tenants as well as the areas they are reluctant to 
live in. 
 
In the next chapter you’ll find a list of interview questions to ask a 
prospective manager. It’s important to interview several property 
managers in your market to see how they compare with each other. Like 
many other services we all consume, you get what you pay for.  
 
Property Managers are a great source of good deals 
The property management business is like any other business; they like 
to keep their current customers and are always looking for new 
customers they can serve. Often a property manager will know about an 
owners desire to sell long before the owner contacts an agent to list the 
property for sale. 
 
Several of the properties I’ve acquired were sent to me by property 
managers. Over time they have come to understand what I want to 
achieve as well as the type of properties I’ll buy. In exchange the 
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manager knows I’ll ask them to continue to handle the management 
responsibilities. 
 
The manager typically wants to keep the current income they earn from 
the property and would like to continue in the management role they 
have with the current tenant. If that property is sold to an 
owner/occupant the manager’s role of course ends right along with the 
income they receive each month. 
 
If you are in the early stages of building your Team or a novice at 
investing in rental property get some assistance from the manager when 
completing the rental property analysis form. 
To receive a copy of my favorite Rental Property Analysis form, visit: 
www.IRAassets.com and request a copy. 
 
If the results of your analysis do not show the returns you’ve established 
to reach the goals in this investment, at least the property manager now 
knows you are a serious potential customer they should contact 
whenever properties with high potential returns become available.  
 
Be aware that some states enforce regulations that require all Property 
Mangers to be licensed real estate Agents or Brokers. If this is the case 
in the area you are investing, know that there may be also be rules that 
prohibit them from making financial projections on a property you may 
purchase. That’s fine, since to become efficient at uncovering good 
deals, in the end you’ll want to have the experience necessary to analyze 
any property on your own.  
 
It’s important whenever possible to speak with the owner of the property 
management firm you interview. Even smaller management companies 
will often have a “front line” staff of service personal that takes calls 
from property owners looking for management help. Even though these 
employees can be very helpful, it’s the owner of the company you are 
ultimately trusting with your property, so these are the people you want 
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to work with whenever possible. No one cares more about the success of 
that management company than the owner does, so build your 
relationship with the person who can help you the most. 
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Chapter 24 
 
Interview questions for the Property Management Firms 
 
The books and courses on using property management firms typically 
provide an extensive list of questions you’ll want to ask during an 
interview. The questions listed below are some of the most important 
questions you’ll want to have answered before you make a final decision 
on who to trust with your property. 
 
Many of these questions should be asked both during an initial telephone 
interview and asked again when you meet the owner of the firm. In my 
experience, most investors who talk about unpleasant property 
management experiences eventually admit there was a failure to 
communicate in the early stages of the owner/manager relationship. 
 
Over time you’ll develop your own list of favorite questions to ask in 
the interview, here are mine: 
 
Where do you advertise for new tenants? 
How do most prospective tenants find your firm? 
How do you screen tenants? 
What steps are taken to avoid discrimination? 
Do you hold the security deposits or do I as owner of the property? 
What are the vacancy rates I should expect? 
What repairs should be done before I rent the property? 
Do you hire others or use your staff to complete most repairs? 
How do you inform me of repairs?  
What are your eviction procedures? 
How do we communicate?  Phone-email-USPS? 
What do the monthly statements look like that I receive as the property 
owner? 
Explain how you conduct background and reference checks on 
prospective tenants. 
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Is your firm a member of BBB? 
What attorney do you use for evictions? 
How much does a typical eviction cost? 
Have you been sued by past property owners or tenants? 
Has the state or county charged your firm with any violations? 
Do you as manager appear in court or do I as owner when evictions are 
required? 
When would you expect to increase the rent for my property? 
What do you charge for your services? 
How many units like mine to you manage? 
 
Of course some of these questions are best ask after the prospective 
manager has visited the property. 
 
One of the most important questions from the list is “How many units 
like mine to you  
manage”? Because you then want to ask: How many of those do you or 
your partners or family members own? 
 It’s unfortunate but true that there is a tendency among some property 
managers to first fill their own vacancies before filling those of their 
customers. You don’t want to be in a position where the manager is 
willing to let your investment property set empty, while they keep their 
own properties full.  
 
Owning investment real estate is exactly like any other business you are 
in. You can never know too much about how to maximize profits and 
reduce your risks. 
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Chapter 25 
 
 Prohibited transactions 
 
From working with thousands of investors that were exploring the 
concept of using a self directed IRA to diversify their retirement plan, 
I’ve witnessed a good amount of fear surrounding the area of prohibited 
transactions. Even though the penalties can be severe, it’s the general 
rules related to prohibited transactions, which can scare the average 
investor away from using a Self Directed retirement plan. 
 
Too often the initial focus is put upon all the things the rules prohibit 
you from doing rather than all of the opportunities there are to invest in 
what you understand and can control. With that said, it is important to 
understand the rules so that as you shop for opportunities, you’ll know 
where the boundaries are, as well as how to avoid stepping out of 
bounds. 
 
I often encounter real estate investors who have a long track record of 
success in various investing methods; however they are now exploring 
the idea of making all of their profits in a tax advantaged account. I like 
to make the point in our initial discussion, that at least in my experience, 
the bigger challenge is not in how to use the retirement plan as a 
investing vehicle, but it’s to find the right property. A property that will 
generate great double digit yields and not take much effort to manage, or 
remodel before it starts to produce a profit back into the retirement plan. 
That “finding the right property” challenge will always be present, while 
simply taking title to the property in the IRA will become second nature. 
Avoiding prohibited transactions will also become second nature once 
you spend as little time understanding the rules. 
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What are these Prohibited Transactions Rules? 
 
Internal Revenue Code 4975(c)(1) and IRS Publication 590, explain that 
every transaction the IRA engages in is for the exclusive benefit of the 
retirement plan. A CPA or tax attorney will often refer to these 
transactions” as “self-dealing” transactions. This section of the code 
identifies prohibited transactions to include any direct or indirect: 
 
• Selling, exchanging, or leasing, any asset or property between your 

retirement plan and a disqualified person. For example, you cannot 
use your IRA to buy property you currently. 

 
• Dealing with income or assets of a plan by a disqualified person 

who is a fiduciary acting in his own interest or for his own account. 
For example, you should not loan money to your CPA. 

 
• Lending money or providing credit to your retirement plan or a 

plan owned by a disqualified person. For example your IRA cannot 
loan money to your spouse. 

 
• Furnishing goods, services, or facilities between your plan and a 

disqualified person. 
• Using or receiving benefit from an asset owned by your retirement 

plan. For example, your IRA cannot buy a vacation home you or a 
disqualified party intends to use. 

 
• Receiving any consideration for his or her personal account by a 

disqualified person who is a fiduciary from any party dealing with 
the plan in connection with a transaction involving the income or 
assets of the plan. For example, you cannot pay yourself a 
management fee from income generated from a rental property 
owned by your retirement plan. 
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One of the primary advantages of using a self-directed custodian or 
administrator is that they are very familiar with all of the IRS rules 
governing retirement plans. Before you get too far into a transaction it’s 
always a good idea to review your plans with your custodian. Often their 
website will provide an overview of the rules so you can better 
understand the type of transactions that are both permissible and 
prohibited. 
 
 
Although it’s always a good idea to seek guidance from your personal 
tax advisor, know that unless they have experience with Self Directed 
retirement plans, their initial advice may be that the rules are too 
complicated or that they don’t want to provide advice in an area they 
have little experience in. 
 
Having a tax professional that’s experienced in Self-Directed retirement 
plans can make a tremendous difference in building your wealth. 
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Chapter 26 
 
Who are these “Disqualified Parties?” 
 
The IRS rules related to who your IRA can transact business with can 
sometimes leave you wondering what Congress was smoking the day 
they started setting guidelines in this area. If you go back to the intent 
they may have had, it begins to become more understandable. Keep in 
mind that all tax-advantaged retirement plans were designed to provide a 
savings plan that would keep the account holder off of government 
provided assistance programs, then the restrictions on doing business 
with certain family members may be a good idea.  
 
For example the rules prohibit your IRA from doing business with any 
linear relative. This includes your parents and grandparents as well as 
your children or grandchildren. Every summer I receive calls from IRA 
owners who explain that  their son or daughter are headed off to another 
year at college, but this year the kids want to live off campus with a few 
roommates and Mom & Dad have decided to make a real estate 
investment using their IRA funds. 
 
Most of these investors have read the rules and feel there must be a way 
to accomplish their new goal before school starts, while not breaking the 
rules. Although there most likely is some “creative” way to cobble 
together a transaction that may look legitimate, at the end of the day they 
are violating the IRS rules if any benefit whatsoever, is received by the 
account owner. The problem in this transaction is that one of the renters 
is a linear relative. A family member is benefiting from your retirement 
account. 
 
My guess is that Congress felt most account owners would sacrifice the 
funds in their account before evicting a family member who happens to 
be living in a property owned by the retirement plan, if the rents couldn’t 
be paid. Or Congress saw a loophole some would exploit by buying a 
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home with IRA funds and letting their retired parents move in and then 
never collect rental income. In this case regardless of who occupies the 
home, the account owner has in effect taken a withdrawal from the 
account and avoided the taxes and possible penalties that would be due 
upon distribution.  
 
The perplexing part of the rules that relate to doing business with family 
members is that brothers and sisters are not disqualified parties since 
they are not linear relatives. Because of this, I’m sure there are IRA 
owners who often do business with their siblings and enjoy profitable 
transactions.  
 
 
For the complete definition of who is considered a Disqualified Party 
please reference Internal Revenue Code (IRC) 4975(e) (1).  
 
The list includes:  

• The IRA owner 
• The IRA owner’s spouse 
• Ancestors (Parents- Grandparents) 

 
• Lineal Descendents (your children- grandchildren) 

 
• Spouses of Lineal Descendents (son or daughter-in-law) 

 
 

Non-Family Members that are disqualified parties 
Yes there are others who cannot engage in business transactions with 
your retirement account including: 
• Investment advisors 
• Fiduciaries – those providing services to the plan 
• Any business entity i.e., LLC, Corp, Trust or Partnership in which 

any of the disqualified persons mentioned above has an owner 
interest. 
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So if for example your CPA has a rental property he offers you a great 
deal on, be sure to check with your custodian before you agree to 
purchase the property in your IRA. 
 
It’s surprising to me how many investors will give up on the idea of 
owning real estate in their retirement plan if their first attempt takes 
them into an area considered a prohibited transaction. They get 
frustrated that the rules prohibit them from buying property from their 
parents or from renting to their children. Instead of looking at other 
opportunities they have available around them they often curse the IRS 
and continue to let their savings dwindle away in bank CDs or mutual 
funds. 
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Chapter 27 
 

Your IRA Can Borrower Funds to Buy Real Estate 
 

Yes your IRA can borrow a healthy percentage of the purchase price 
when you buy real estate. There is a small but growing number of 
mortgage lenders, who after a through review of your transaction, will 
be happy to loan your retirement plan as much as 60% to 70% of the 
total purchase price. These loans are very much like a traditional 
mortgage in that the lender upon approval of the loan will wire funds to 
the escrow department of the title company you’ve selected and in 
exchange receive the first lien on the property. 
 

What makes these loans very different from the mortgage you have on 
your personal residence is that: 

• You as the IRA account owner are prohibited from providing a 
personal guarantee to the lender. These are known as Non-
Recourse loans. 

• The only collateral for the loan is the real estate your IRA is 
buying with the loan proceeds. 

• During the loan underwriting process, the lender will make a 
determination if the property can support the payments your IRA 
will make from the rental proceeds. 

• The lender will require you to keep a comfortable reserve of cash 
in the IRA to cover repairs and periods of vacancy every rental 
property will eventually experience. 

• The IRA Custodian will be signing all the mortgage documents 
(after your approval) in that it’s the IRA that is borrowing the 
funds not you as the account owner. 
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If you Google IRA Mortgage lenders you’ll find those banks that are 
interested in providing mortgage loans to retirement accounts. Expect to 
pay a little more than you would for a mortgage on your primary 
residence however, the growing lender competition is this area has 
brought about a reduction in the overall costs for capital. Also, estimate 
at least 30 days to complete the mortgage transaction and be prepared to 
provide a great deal of information to the lender during the underwriting 
process.  
 

Before your IRA enters into any type of loan arrangement, regardless of 
the asset it is buying, be sure to research the rules on Unrelated Business 
Income Tax or UBIT. Your Custodian or CPA can help educate you on 
the tax rules related to profits made when using leverage in your 
retirement plan.  
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Chapter 28 

 
Time to get started 

“There can be no transforming of darkness into light and of apathy 
into movement without emotion.” 

-Carl Jung 

If you’ve turned to the back of the guide to see how the story ends, well 
this is really the beginning….the beginning of your success story. The 
most common reaction from investors who just bought real estate in 
their retirement plans is; “Wow! That was easy…why didn’t I do this 
years ago”. They say the exact same thing when they sell a property that 
had been acquired by the retirement plan, with even more enthusiasm, 
because they are not immediately paying taxes on the gains made from 
the sale. 

As we covered in the beginning of this guide, the primary reason to 
manage your own retirement plan is that you are in control of the assets 
you place in the plan. Getting that control comes at a cost. You have to 
make a commitment to yourself that you’ll invest the time to manage the 
assets in your plan. It’s a small price to pay when compared to just 
blindly trusting your future and your retirement plan to someone who 
cares far less about the performance of your investment portfolio than 
you do. 

“Invest in what you Know” is a motto for many smart investors. It’s 
good advice from what I’ve seen. You can do this regardless of how 
busy you think you might be. With today’s technologies, it is far easier 
to manage a portfolio of properties than it was just five years ago. Take 
it one step at a time and surround yourself with an experienced team to 
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help you on your first transactions. When you’ve gotten good at this I 
encourage you to share the ideas you’ve learned with those you care 
about. 

Thanks for making an investment in yourself and we hope you’ve 
enjoyed all that we have shared in this guide. There is no better time 
than the present to take inventory of your retirement goals and begin 
taking action. If you haven’t opened a Self Directed IRA yet, that’s the 
first step in writing your own success story.  

In the last chapter we’ve included many of the Frequently Asked 
Questions from the educational webinars offered at: 
www.IRAassets.com. Sign up to receive invitations to these and other 
educational events. 

 

Good Luck & share your success with us. 
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Chapter 29 
 
Frequently Asked Questions 
 
I’ve never heard of this before.  Is it new? 
No.  Investments in real estate and other non-traditional investments 
have been allowed since the creation of the IRA over 30 years ago.  
However, only about 2% of all IRA funds are invested outside of stocks, 
bonds and mutual funds.  Why?  Because most investors don’t know 
they have other options available.  Stockbrokers and bankers have never 
had an incentive to explain all the options to you.   
 
Why does my current IRA brokerage firm say I can’t buy real 
estate in my IRA? 
Custodians determine the type of assets they will hold and may not 
choose to hold all assets the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) allows.  Life 
insurance contracts and collectibles are the only investment types 
prohibited by the IRS as an IRA investment.  IRA law does not prohibit 
investing in real estate but trustees are not required to offer real estate as 
an option.  So, just because your broker doesn’t offer real estate as an 
investment, doesn’t mean that you can’t do it; it just means that you 
can’t do it through that brokerage firm. 
 
Are there restrictions on the type of property that my IRA can 
purchase? 
No.  As long as it is an investment property, your IRA can purchase any 
type of real estate (raw land, rental property, commercial, residential, 
etc.). 
 
Are there going to be taxes and penalties when I move my IRA into 
the Self-Directed IRA?  
Absolutely not! You are not taking money out of your IRA; you are 
simply transferring the assets into another IRA custodian that allows you 
to self-direct your investment choices.   
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Can my IRA invest in an LLC with other members? 
Yes.  You, any family members, their IRAs, eligible 401(k)s (or other 
qualified plans), and unrelated third parties may all be initial members of 
an LLC created to purchase real estate. Each member’s interest is held 
separately within the LLC.  Once the initial funding of the LLC is 
complete, however, future transactions may be limited due to the 
prohibited transaction and self-dealing rules. 
 
I have an old 401k from a former employer.  Can I roll it over to a 
self-directed IRA for real estate investment?  
Though almost all 401k or corporate pension plans will not allow 
rollovers for current employees, once an employee leaves, he or she can 
rollover their 401k or pension plan into an IRA. The full amount does 
not have to be rolled over.  Only move it to a self-directed account when 
you are ready to begin using the IRA for real estate investment. 
 
Can I buy a fixer-upper with my IRA, use the IRA money to fix it 
up and then be the property manager? 
Yes. With the Self-Directed IRA you can do all of these things, check 
with your custodian to confirm they will hold the property in your IRA 
before you make a purchase offer. 
 
When can I begin an IRA for my child or grandchild? Are there age 
limitations?  
Great idea! There are no age limitations, but the child must have earned 
income to qualify. The IRS sets some strict criteria to assure the child 
really did work at a reasonable wage and is eligible for an IRA. Seek 
advice from a qualified tax professional or your custodian when opening 
an account. 
 
What am I not allowed to do with the real estate in my IRA? 
Your IRA cannot directly or indirectly buy real estate from a 
"disqualified person".  
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Who is a disqualified person?  
• The IRA owner;  
• The IRA owner's spouse, descendant (e.g., son), or ascendant (e.g., 

mother);  
• Spouse of a descendant of the IRA holder;  
• A fiduciary of the IRA or person providing services to the IRA 

(e.g., the trustee or custodian);  
 

How do custodians make their money? 
Each year your custodian will charge a fee for simply having an account 
at their firm. 
A custodian generates revenue in a variety of ways: 
• Asset based fees – a fee based upon the value of your account 

holdings. 
• Transactional fees – a fee for processing a purchase or sale of 

account assets. 
• Holding fees – a fee on each asset held in your account. 
• Special fees – escrow fees, bank-wire fees, overnight mail fees. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


